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Introduction 
 The Oxford Dictionary of Science Fiction defines “science fiction” as “a genre (of 
literature, film, etc.) in which the setting differs from our own world (e.g. by the invention of 
new technology, through contact with aliens, by having a different history, etc.), and in which the 
difference is based on extrapolations made from one or more changes or suppositions; hence, 
such a genre in which the difference is explained (explicitly or implicitly) in scientific or 
rational, as opposed to supernatural, terms.”1 Science fiction deals in possibilities that remain 
plausible in contemporary reality. Though this genre presents a “setting [that] differs from our 
own world,” science fiction still remains grounded in reality with the only “difference is 
explained (explicitly or implicitly) in scientific or rational, as opposed to supernatural, terms.” 
This definition indicates that the genre contains elements that could potentially exist outside of 
the text. Being grounded in our reality allows authors to present social structures and cultural 
values that readers may then find familiar, and science fiction authors have the opportunity to 
present alternative views of these social structures and values for readers to consider. 
 Gender dynamics and sexuality are among the social structures that science fiction 
authors can configure in their novels in different ways, and standards of masculinity will be the 
specific focus for this thesis. Hispanic/Latino machismo contains a specific set of values defining 
how men and women should behave towards one another and how they should present 
themselves in greater society. The novels discussed in this thesis showcase key characteristics of 
machismo and reimagine masculinity with respect to macho values. The science fiction genre—a 
genre that is both grounded in reality while also providing authors with the ability to exercise 
                                                 
1 “Science fiction.” In The Oxford Dictionary of Science Fiction, edited by Prucher, Jeff: Oxford University 
Press, 2007. 
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/view/10.1093/acref/9780195305678.001.0001/acref-
9780195305678-e-542. 
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creative liberties—allows various interpretations and alternatives to the familiar notions of 
masculinity outlined in Hispanic/Latino machismo.  
 Despite science fiction’s capacity to present varying views on society and culture, science 
fiction novels have remained persistent in expressing a standard heteronormative culture in order 
to supposedly remain focused on the scientific component. Earlier “hard” science fiction is 
defined as “a form of science fiction in which scientific information and thinking is fundamental 
to the story and the aim is to be as accurate (or plausible) as possible.”2 Hard science fiction 
chooses not to explore gender norms, but rather, these novels focus on creating new technologies 
and, again, supposedly push society and culture aside. As a result, the genre falls into a type that 
isolates minority groups and concomitant issues and themes. Renowned science fiction writer, 
Samuel Delany, makes the following statement on science fiction’s inflexibility and the 
challenges for science fiction authors to break away from the heteronormative standard:  
Don’t romanticize science fiction. One of the questions I have been asked so many times 
I’ve forgotten what my stock answer to it is, ‘Since science fiction is a marginal form of 
writing, do you think it makes it easier to deal with marginal people?’ Which—no! Why 
should it be any easier? Dealing with the marginal is always a matter of dealing with the 
marginal. If anything, science fiction as a marginal genre is more rigid, far more rigid 
than literature. There are more examples of gay writing in literature than there are in 
science fiction.3 
 
Delany asserts that science fiction does not assist in “dealing with the marginal” because the 
small group of authors that write in the genre write in a “rigid” standard that pushes minorities 
aside. Delany supports his claim through affirming that “[t]here are more examples of gay 
writing in literature than there are in science fiction,” and this assertion showcases how hard 
                                                 
2 “Hard science fiction.” In The Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature, edited by Birch, Dinah, 
and Katy Hooper: Oxford University Press, 2012. 
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/view/10.1093/acref/9780199608218.001.0001/acref-
9780199608218-e-8822. 
3 Fitzgerald, Adam. “Don’t Romanticize Science Fiction:  An Interview With Samuel Delany.” LitHub. 
Grove Atlantic and Electric Literature, December 4, 2017. http://lithub.com/dont-romanticize-science-fiction-an-
interview-with-samuel-delany/. 
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science fiction does not take advantage of its ability to offer authors a creative space to reimagine 
social dynamics such as gender and sexuality. “Soft” science fiction, appearing later, “deals 
primarily with advancements in, or extrapolations based on, the soft sciences (e.g., anthropology, 
psychology, sociology, etc.),”4 and so some authors attempt to move away from hard science 
fiction’s technological focus and utilize the genre as a means of reimagining social structures 
familiar to their audiences. By focusing on the soft sciences, science fiction authors are free to 
reinterpret society and cultural values and norms, including those of traditional machismo.  
In examining social structures, science fiction opens a larger dialogue that could 
potentially critique society and culture. Rob Latham, a science fiction critic and former English 
professor, cites and discusses former professor Darko Suvin’s definition of science fiction and 
how science fiction can critique society:  
Suvin’s definition of SF as “a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions 
are the presence and interaction of estrangement and cognition” (7–8; emphasis in 
original); his claim that this estrangement was achieved primarily through “the narrative 
dominance or hegemony of a fictional ‘novum’ (novelty, innovation) validated by 
cognitive logic” (63; emphasis in original); and his historical conspectus tracing the 
genre’s origins to Thomas More’s Utopia (1516) and Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver Travels 
(1726) enshrined a very specific and compelling vision of SF: it was a literary form that 
functioned to defamiliarize, critique, and/or satirize present-day reality through the 
projection of alternative worlds, an effect accomplished through the mobilization of both 
technoscientific methods (“cognitive logic”) and objects (“fictional ‘novum[s]’”).5 
 
As Latham explains, Suvin’s science fiction definition emphasizes the genre’s capacity to 
“defamiliarize, critique, and/or satirize present-day reality” through the relationship between 
what the science fiction text wishes to isolate (“estrangement”) and how that can be interpreted 
                                                 
4 “Soft science fiction.” In The Oxford Dictionary of Science Fiction, edited by Prucher, Jeff: Oxford 
University Press, 2006. 
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/view/10.1093/acref/9780195305678.001.0001/acref-
9780195305678-e-605. 
5 Latham, Rob. “Introduction.” In The Oxford Handbook of Science Fiction: Oxford University Press, 
2014-11-01. 
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199838844.001.0001/oxfordhb
-9780199838844-e-45. 
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(“cognition”). As a result, according to Suvin, science fiction provides a discourse to analyze 
social and cultural norms and possibly present alternatives to the norms. The novels discussed in 
this thesis grapple with social and cultural issues and utilize softer sciences (as well as hard 
sciences) to reinterpret such issues.  
 This thesis explores and analyzes Hispanic/Latino machismo and masculinity in Ursula 
K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness,6 Joe Haldeman’s The Forever War,7 and Octavia E. 
Butler’s Parable of the Sower.8 These science fiction novels, though they present advanced 
technologies and the possibility of space travel found in hard science fiction, examine culture 
and topics relating to humanity and society, but for the purposes of this thesis, I will focus on 
how these novels interpret macho standards of masculinity. Ursula K. Le Guin’s 1969 novel, The 
Left Hand of Darkness, explores a planet, Gethen, occupied by androgynous beings, and their 
androgyny produces a culture and a social dynamic far different from a reader’s contemporary 
society that is based on a gender binary. The gender differences produce a unique perspective on 
machismo and proposes alternative ideas of masculinity. Writing the book during a time of rapid 
cultural change in the 1960s, Le Guin imagines cultural possibilities outside of the norm in what 
she declares as a “thought experiment,”9 and as the daughter of an anthropologist, Le Guin 
utilizes her background to show Gethenian sociological and biological makeups from 
protagonist, Genly Ai’s anthropological perspective. Joe Haldeman’s 1974 novel, The Forever 
War, places more emphasis on technology and space travel, but the author’s personal experience 
in Vietnam and his transition to civilian life from combat fuels Haldeman’s choices in 
                                                 
6 Le Guin, Ursula K. The Left Hand of Darkness. New York: Walker and Company, 1994. 
7 Haldeman, Joe. The Forever War. New York: Eos, 1991. 
8 Butler, Octavia E. The Parable of the Sower. New York: Open Road Integrated Media, 2012.  
9 Le Guin, Ursula K. “Is Gender Necessary?” In The Language of the Night: Essays on Fantasy and 
Science Fiction, edited by Susan Wood, 155–72. New York: Putnam Adult, 1992, 158. 
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introducing the cultural changes that his protagonist, William Mandella, encounters during the 
way with the alien Taurans. One of the social dynamics Haldeman’s novel explores is changing 
values of masculinity and sexuality, and traditional machismo is one set of values that The 
Forever War examines in Earth’s changing culture. Octavia E. Butler’s 1993 novel, Parable of 
the Sower, considers how climate change and growing poverty contribute to increasing violence 
and the importance placed on macho ideals. Butler’s experience with financial hardship and 
racism during the 1950s and 1960s promote the novel’s investigation of the social and economic 
conditions that produce certain power dynamics. Parable of the Sower’s protagonist, Lauren 
Olamina, must confront her circumstances and evolve using a new religion based on the dream 
of “tak[ing] root among the stars.”10 These three novels interrogate traditional machismo and the 
social structures that perpetuate macho ideals; in interrogating machismo, these science fiction 
novels push readers to consider other cultural possibilities and new forms of masculinity. 
 This thesis will assess how The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of 
the Sower portray traditional machismo while also undermining machismo’s negative 
characteristics. These novels investigate how traditional hypermasculine traits found in 
Hispanic/Latino machismo manifest in society and its effects on people and culture. Science 
fiction as a genre allows the authors to utilize different sciences to rearrange human social 
structures in imagined worlds still grounded in our reality. In doing so, Le Guin, Haldeman, and 
Butler push readers to consider how machismo functions in their contemporary social contexts. 
In this thesis, I will show how science fiction authors showcase traditional Hispanic/Latino 
machismo and utilize different scientific elements derived from biology, sociology, 
anthropology, and psychology to reimagine new forms of masculinity as a means of challenging 
                                                 
10 Butler, Octavia E. The Parable of the Sower. (New York: Open Road Integrated Media, 2012), 77. 
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readers to critically think about gender hierarchies and sexual dynamics within their own 
societies. 
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Chapter 1: Defining Machismo 
In order to understand the patterns of Hispanic/Latino machismo and its reinterpretation 
in The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower, we must define 
machismo and examine its history. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines machismo as 
“[t]he quality of being macho; manliness, male virility, or masculine pride; the display of this,”11 
and the term’s etymology stems from the Mexican-Spanish word, “macho.” The OED then 
defines the adjective form, macho as “[o]stentatiously or notably manly or virile; assertively 
masculine or tough; producing an impression of manliness or toughness.”12 The qualities of 
“toughness” and “pride” outlined in these definitions encompass current understandings of 
machismo, but Latin American studies and gender studies scholars have traced the nuances of 
machismo’s history and development in North America. In this chapter, I will outline 
machismo’s historical and cultural progression through works by the following scholars: Juan 
David Coronado, William Arcé, Américo Paredes, and Cherríe Moraga.  
Current understandings of machismo focus on hypermasculine characteristics that intend 
to define how a man should behave. Late author and University of Texas at Austin professor, 
Américo Paredes, states that “[t]he characteristic traits of machismo are quite well known: the 
outrageous boast, a distinct phallic symbolism, the identification of the man with the male 
animal, and the ambivalence toward women - varying from an abject and tearful posture to brutal 
disdain.”13 These traits reflect an inflated masculine pride, and the “phallic symbolism” and male 
“identification…with the male animal” connect to current views of macho men as being sexually 
                                                 
11 “Machismo, n.”. OED Online. December 2017. Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/111866?redirectedFrom=machismo&. 
12 “Macho, n.2 and adj.”. OED Online. December 2017. Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/111869. 
13 Paredes, Américo. “The United States, Mexico, and ‘Machismo.’” Translated by Marcy Steen. Journal of 
the Folklore Institute 8, no. 1 (June 1971): 17-18. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3814061. 
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dominant. Paredes affirms that these qualities are widely understood and that the modern 
understanding of a macho man is a physically strong, proud, and brutish womanizer.  
Fresno State University English professor (specializing in Chicano/a and Latino/a 
literature), William Arcé, describes three possible origins for the concept of machismo that all 
stem from the Spanish conquest of the Aztec people. The first origin theory points to machismo 
developing out of a psychological sense of inferiority when “Mexican men developed 
hypermasculine behavior because they were unable to protect their women from the Spaniards’ 
ensuing plunder, pillage, and rape during the conquest.”14 Arcé also presents a theory in which 
macho values were “imported into Mexico by the conquering Spanish soldiers” and “imposed on 
the native population in the same way as language, Catholicism, and colonialism.”15 This cultural 
imposition theory suggests that “Cortés and his men, as members of the Spanish military, 
imported European military behavioral codes of masculinity. In this manner, male behavior was 
inextricably intertwined with duty, respect, tradition, and honor, as well as violence.”16 The third 
possibility “contends that machismo existed in Aztec society before the arrival of Europeans.”17 
Arcé describes how macho ideals may potentially have already existed through established 
cultural gender roles: 
Aztecs lived in a patriarchal society, the men embraced a warrior ethos, and the culture 
had a history of conquering other tribes. Theirs was a culture in which the male and 
female spheres were separate and males dominated the public and private spaces of 
society. The Aztec man was primarily a warrior, and the Aztec woman prepared for a 
domestic role in which her status was determined by how well she fulfilled her feminine 
duties.18 
 
                                                 
14 Arcé, William. “Machismo.” Edited by Carlos Cortes. Multicultural America: A Multimedia 
Encyclopedia (2013): 1391. https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781452276274.n542. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid., 1391-1392. 
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Arcé’s theories explain how machismo as a set of masculine characteristics and values may have 
emerged in Mexico, and these possibilities project violence and dominance as central 
components of machismo. Arcé’s explanations depict a negative, domineering macho man that 
correspond to modern interpretations of machismo which focus on the man as the powerful, 
dominant figure in the household and community.   
The macho traits that Arcé draws from Mexican history can be found in the Mexican 
culture’s folkloric songs (specifically the décima and the corrido) throughout the country’s 
history, and Paredes traces the evolution of these folksongs to analyze machismo’s progression 
as a social and cultural construct. Paredes calls the violent, boastful macho man a “Mexican 
bully,” and this figure “begins to appear in the décimas printed in the last two decades of the 
nineteenth century…these boastful décimas of the last part of the nineteenth century are of a 
decidedly comic character. They abound in humorous sayings and proverbial phrases.”19 Paredes 
clarifies that the macho man, as contemporary individuals understand him, initially derives from 
a comedic folkloric figure who is “the buffoon of the group,” and he constantly “says he is ‘a 
real man,’ ‘valiant,’ and ‘brave.’”20 The bully of the décimas may describe himself using macho 
characteristics relating to manly bravery, but Paredes asserts that this macho bully “is the 
drunkest and least courageous member of the group, whose lack of valor and manliness gives 
him a certain minstrel-like license.”21 The hypocrisy expressed in the nineteenth century décimas 
presents a hyperbolic, comedic figure of the macho man, and such a figure is thus not intended to 
be taken seriously.  
                                                 
19 Paredes, Américo. “The United States, Mexico, and ‘Machismo.’” Translated by Marcy Steen. Journal of 
the Folklore Institute 8, no. 1 (June 1971): 19. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3814061. 
20 Ibid., 20. 
21 Ibid. 
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 According to Paredes, the exaggerated, hypocritical Mexican bully from the nineteenth 
century décimas evolves to a more serious masculine type during and after the Mexican 
Revolution, and this transition progresses machismo towards an established cultural set of values 
for Mexican men. The masculine figure appears in the corrido type of folksong, and “the corrido 
picks up the kind of boast seen earlier in the décima, no longer in jest, however, but with all the 
seriousness of spirits inflamed by the Revolution.”22 Previously inflated and hyperbolized, 
valiance and pride become qualities to be admired and respected in men. At this time, as 
described in these corridos, a real man takes pride in his home and is willing to bravely fight for 
his beliefs and his family. Machismo as a serious set of values, particularly those relating to 
bravery, further solidifies after the Revolution as Mexico interacts more with United States: 
“‘The thing that really counts’ is, of course, courage - concentrated in the testicles of the 
Mexicans - what will give them the advantage over all the cannon and airplanes of the United 
States. Here we come much closer to what is usually meant by machismo.”23 As the United 
States becomes an industrial power, Mexican men feel they must compensate through extreme 
courage. Such courage is “concentrated in the testicles” to showcase bravery as a truly masculine 
trait; real men are fearless in the face of danger and conflict. The corridos, beginning during the 
Revolution, begin to fix machismo’s values into Mexican culture. 
By the mid-twentieth century, “macho” manifests in the folksong tradition, and the 
concept of machismo and its characteristics are given this official term to solidify macho values 
in Mexican culture. Arcé states that, though macho values began earlier, “the general Mexican 
public began to use the word ‘macho’ after Manuel Avila Camacho became president of Mexico 
                                                 
22 Paredes, Américo. “The United States, Mexico, and ‘Machismo.’” Translated by Marcy Steen. Journal of 
the Folklore Institute 8, no. 1 (June 1971): 21. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3814061. 
23 Ibid. 
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(1940–46).”24 Paredes agrees and argues that the presence of the term in the corridos affected 
machismo’s standing in culture by solidifying its place in Mexican ideas regarding gender roles 
in society:  
I am not suggesting that the word macho was not used in Mexico prior to the 1940s, or 
that machismo would not have appeared in Mexico if Avila Camacho had not been 
president. But we must remember that names lend reality to things. The name of 
Camacho—because it rhymes with macho and because it was well known when other 
factors favored machismo—gave to both word and concept a popularity they did not have 
before. Before that time macho had been almost an obscenity, and consequently a word 
less used than hombre or valiente. Now it became correct, acceptable. After all, wasn’t it 
in the name of the president himself?25 
 
Recovering from the violence and struggle of the Revolution, Mexicans project an appearance of 
masculine strength in new corridos, and the word “macho” is used to relay that strength under 
Camacho’s leadership. Camacho’s presidency leads to the accepted use of the term, which then 
leads to the acceptance of machismo as a concept. The defining characteristics of machismo 
become encompassed in one word, and this word establishes the gender dynamics for Mexican 
culture. Now fully established, macho ideas of masculinity spread to other nations, including the 
United States. 
Though machismo initially grows in Mexico, macho traits manifest in the United States, 
and macho ideas exchanged between the two close nations develop into the machismo 
understood today by both Latinos and non-Latinos. In the introductory paragraph to the “US and 
England” section of his bibliography on machismo, post-doctoral scholar, Juan David Coronado, 
states that “[a]lthough the term machismo may be of foreign origin, to Americans and Europeans 
                                                 
24 Arcé, William. “Machismo.” Edited by Carlos Cortes. Multicultural America: A Multimedia 
Encyclopedia (2013): 1390. https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781452276274.n542. 
25 Paredes, Américo. “The United States, Mexico, and ‘Machismo.’” Translated by Marcy Steen. Journal of 
the Folklore Institute 8, no. 1 (June 1971): 23. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3814061. 
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it is a familiar term associated with manliness and the demonstration of masculine force.”26 
Paredes agrees that certain macho ideals are similar to universal ideals of masculinity outside of 
Mexico: “The ingredients of machismo, then, are found in many cultures…let us look in the 
opposite direction, and we will find a country—the United States—where something very similar 
to Mexican machismo took place, with lasting influences on folklore, literature, and even 
politics.”27 Paredes asserts that “[t]he North American macho first appears in the 1820s and 
1830s” with a growing nationalism in the United States.28 Like Mexican folklore tradition, the 
North American macho stems from the protagonist in the folkloric tall tale who is both “hero and 
buffoon,” and this figure who is from the wild frontier claims that “he can fight more men, love 
more women, and drink more whiskey than any other man alive.”29 After the Civil War, the 
macho frontiersman evolves from a humorous fool to the serious, stoic cowboy in naturalistic 
novels.30 Paredes argues that President Theodore Roosevelt played a significant role in affirming 
North American machismo as “Roosevelt made a determined effort to present before the public 
the figure of the macho with all its strengths and weaknesses. Sickly as a child, myopic as to be 
almost blind, Roosevelt made it his business to show the world that, in spite of his physical 
deficiencies, he was just as good as any other man.”31 Like Mexican corridos tying the macho 
with President Camacho, masculine ideals in the United States developed from President 
Roosevelt. The machismo in the United States closely aligns with that of Mexico, and this 
connection produces an image of the macho that reflects current interpretations of machismo.  
                                                 
26 Coronado, Juan. Machismo. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/OBO/9780199913701-0106. 
27 Paredes, Américo. “The United States, Mexico, and ‘Machismo.’” Translated by Marcy Steen. Journal of 
the Folklore Institute 8, no. 1 (June 1971): 26. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3814061. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid., 27. 
31 Ibid., 28. 
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Parallels between Mexican and American ideas of masculinity connect the two cultures 
with machismo at the center, and modern interpretations of machismo and its values stem from 
the interaction between Mexican and American culture. In both Mexico and the United States, 
the macho is a brave warrior willing to fight enemies to defend his honor. Paredes points to the 
revolver as a point of interaction between the two nations and their similar macho values. As the 
revolver grows in popularity, “the knife was made the weapon of the renegade, of the coward; 
the pistol became the weapon of the macho, the brave man.”32 Paredes confirms the macho 
connection between Mexico and the United States by detailing Mexico’s shift from favoring 
knives to favoring revolvers just as the North American macho does: “It is through the border 
corrido—in norteño folklore—that the revolver enters the folklore of Mexico, as the Mexican 
folk hero first abandons the knife for the gun. This corresponds with actual fact, for the border 
Mexican was a man with a pistol in this hand by the end of the 1850s.”33 The border between 
Mexico and the United States provided an interaction between the two cultures which allowed 
current machismo to flourish, and the exchange of the pistol as the manly weapon shows how 
machismo connects Mexican and American ideas of masculinity. Bravery remains central to 
machismo, and the obsession with having a weapon worthy of a truly strong man shows 
machismo’s firm place in both Mexican and American culture.  
Machismo’s development in Mexico and in the United States delivers an image of the 
macho that individuals recognize today. Previously a boastful buffoon, the macho evolves into a 
stoic, courageous figure with masculine qualities that define a “real” man. Associating valiance 
with manliness provides the baseline for current understandings of machismo that manifest in 
various countries. A brave macho goes into danger calmly, and only men can retain the courage 
                                                 
32 Ibid., 33. 
33 Ibid. 
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necessary to fight enemies. Modern machismo requires that real men take charge and lead 
without expressing emotion as it reflects how the macho in folklore tradition stoically walks into 
conflict ready to fight. A macho man takes responsibility in protecting and leading his family and 
community. Because machismo is “concentrated in the testicles,”34 women cannot display macho 
characteristics, and any woman who attempts to display such masculine traits is considered 
unbecoming and improper. Machismo’s strict differentiation between male and female 
characteristics and behavior then also strictly defines the macho as a cisgender male. 
Machismo’s focus on manhood translates to sexuality as well. Current interpretations of 
machismo see the macho as a heterosexual man with sexual prowess. With machismo’s 
exclusion of women, machismo emphasizes chastity and domesticity for women. Machismo’s 
development from before the Spanish conquest to after World War II projects a sexist view of 
machismo understood today. The macho that modern individuals see is a domineering, 
emotionless, and potentially violent man who controls his wife and children.   
Mexican-American playwright, feminist, and scholar, Cherríe Moraga, confirms 
machismo’s sexism towards women. She describes the negative role machismo played in the 
Chicano Movement of the 1960s: “[w]hat was right about Chicano Nationalism was its 
commitment to preserving the integrity of the Chicano people…What was wrong about Chicano 
Nationalism was its institutionalized heterosexism, its inbred machismo, and its lack of cohesive 
national political strategy.”35 According to Moraga, the machismo prevalent in “El Movimiento” 
resulted from the oppression that Mexican-Americans experienced from dominant white society 
in the United States during the mid-twentieth century, so “[i]n reaction against Anglo-America’s 
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emasculation of Chicano men, the male-dominated Chicano Movement embraced the most 
patriarchal aspects of its Mexican heritage.”36 The “patriarchal aspects” that Moraga criticizes in 
El Movimiento’s machismo includes “the worst of Mexican machismo and Aztec warrior 
bravado, combined it with some of the most oppressive male-conceived idealizations of 
‘traditional’ Mexican womanhood and called that cultural integrity.”37 Moraga specifies the 
Chicano Movement’s macho emphasis on female subservience: 
They subscribed to a machista view of women, based on the centuries-old virgin-whore 
paradigm of la Virgen de Guadalupe and Malintzin Tenepal. Guadalupe represented the 
Mexican ideal of ‘la madre sufrida,’ the long suffering desexualized Indian mother, and 
Malinche was ‘la chingada,’ sexually stigmatized by her transgression of ‘sleeping with 
the enemy,’ Hernan Cortez. Deemed traitor by Mexican tradition, the figure of Malinche 
was invoked to keep Movimiento women silent, sexually passive, and ‘Indian’ in the 
colonial sense of the word.38 
 
Moraga describes the patriarchal society that Arcé articulates may be the setting for machismo’s 
beginning. Moraga outlines the sexist attitudes machismo holds towards women by describing 
macho ideals that call women to remain “silent, sexually passive, and ‘Indian’ in the colonial 
sense of the word.” Defining the macho view of women as “‘Indian’ in the colonial sense of the 
word” suggests that machismo oppresses, abuses, and controls women completely as the 
colonizer imposes his control on the colonized. Moraga details this familiar, negative machismo 
adopted by the Chicano Movement to expose its weaknesses. 
 One weakness of the negative machismo understood today that Moraga addresses is 
machismo’s exclusion of various sexualities. As a lesbian, Moraga faced machismo’s 
condemnation of homosexuality, in which she “had learned from [her] Mexican culture and the 
dominant culture that [her] womanhood was, if not despised, certainly deficient and hardly worth 
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the loving of another woman in bed.”39 Because machismo sought to control femininity and 
female sexuality, Moraga felt that she needed to grapple with her sexuality in order to be 
accepted in her culture. For the Chicano Movement and its dedication to retaining the traditional 
machismo, “[t]he preservation of the Chicano familia became the Movimiento’s mandate and 
within this constricted ‘familia’ structure, Chicano politicos ensured that the patriarchal father 
figure remained in charge both in their private and political lives.”40 The “patriarchal father” 
reflects established macho ideals of the man as the strong, valiant leader and protector, and such 
ideals manifest in the “familia” that Moraga describes. A true macho retains strict control when 
leading his family and imposes macho values on his family members. The macho values that the 
father imposes on his family include the values that Moraga criticizes here, such as women being 
passive and while men must be valiant, stoic, and sexually dominant. The father also ensures that 
his children grow up heterosexual, with his daughter remaining “pure” until marriage and his son 
exercising his macho sexual prowess. Homosexuality in the Chicano community opposes the 
established macho order, and Moraga criticizes the Chicano Movement’s exclusion of the 
homosexual Chicano community. Moraga’s criticisms of the Chicano Movement affirm the 
extensiveness of machismo’s negative, oppressive characteristics. Machismo’s domineering, 
sexist qualities thus encompass modern interpretations of machismo and manifest in current 
gender dynamics.  
Though current interpretations of machismo center upon oppressive, sexist qualities 
within men, scholars also reevaluate machismo as a more complex social construct with positive 
connotations. After reviewing the plausible origins of machismo from the Aztec civilization and 
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Spanish conquest, Arcé concludes that such negative views on macho men do not encompass 
machismo in its entirety:  
Machismo can be a source of strength, an energy for cultural resistance, and a set of 
values keeping U.S. Hispanic men working long hours to fulfill a set of obligations that 
define them as men. Machismo has often driven a man to speak out, to remain loyal to 
family, and, as the famed folklorist Américo Paredes has written, inspired many a man to 
stand proud “with his pistol in his hand.”41 
 
Arcé points out that while macho values relating to masculine toughness can be brutal and 
overbearing, macho strength can also be a positive quality. Machismo can reflect a man’s belief 
in protecting one’s family without dominating over his spouse and children. A man can call 
himself macho because he believes in fighting for his family, friends, and community. Coronado 
agrees with Arcé that machismo “has come to embrace responsible male traits such as presence 
of mind, stoicism, and bravery.”42 Mexico’s history of conquest and conflict from the Spanish 
conquest to the Mexican-American War to the Mexican Revolution implies a desire within the 
Mexican man to protect and fight with honor and dignity against an oppressor or invader, rather 
than merely strutting and dominating over vulnerable individuals. With its intricate development, 
machismo projects both negative and positive actions depending on one’s interpretation of 
macho values and depending on how an individual or group acts in the name of macho values.  
 The science fiction novels discussed in this thesis express macho characteristics familiar 
to modern American society. Understanding machismo’s origins and complexities allow a reader 
to find patterns of machismo and analyze its role in the texts. The authors of these novels utilize 
the versatility of the science fiction genre to create worlds and possibilities beyond current reality 
while also commenting on social dynamics and structures present within our reality. The Latin 
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American and gender studies scholars discussed in this chapter describe machismo as a social 
and cultural construct that emerged initially in Mexico but has spread throughout North America 
(specifically the United States) as evidenced by similar macho traits found in American folkloric 
tradition and leaders such as President Roosevelt. Le Guin, Haldeman, and Butler, all born in the 
United States, matured in a primarily patriarchal, heteronormative culture that privileges macho 
values. Their science fiction novels present social contexts that contain gender roles associated 
with machismo, but they also rearrange such familiar social structures in order to present readers 
with alternative societies and cultures.  Acknowledging macho values and traits present in their 
contemporary contexts, these authors take advantage of their science fiction genre to comment 
on machismo and its social effects. Machismo frames the gender dynamics these authors use in 
their novels to convey a setting both familiar and unfamiliar to a reader’s context. As a result, 
these authors and their novels push readers to consider their contemporary societies’ structures 
and expectations regarding gender and sexuality.  
The novels discussed in the following chapters interrogate elements of traditional 
machismo familiar to readers by utilizing scientific frameworks (biological, social, 
psychological, and anthropological) in order to reevaluate machismo and its values. With its 
long, influential history, machismo and its qualities provide a foundation for the standards of 
masculinity that these authors grew up with, examine, and reinterpret. Their chosen genre, 
science fiction, provides Le Guin, Haldeman, and Butler’s novels the scientific tools and setting 
that reimagine the familiar standards of masculinity rooted in Hispanic/Latino machismo. The 
Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower, examine machismo’s core 
characteristics and diminish the traditional machismo currently understood in favor of presenting 
the positive, more inclusive machismo that Arcé and Coronado propose. The following chapters 
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in this thesis will present how science fiction (focusing on these novels in particular) can change 
modern interpretations of macho values and call for social change.  
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Chapter 2: The Macho as Protector 
 Threatened by potential dangers outside of the home, the macho is responsible for 
protecting his family. The macho as protector of the home dictates that only a man can truly 
protect the vulnerable, and this macho view implies that women are inherently vulnerable and 
thus cannot defend themselves or others. Clear gender boundaries between male protector and 
female protected define machismo’s sexist values. The Left Hand of Darkness,43 The Forever 
War,44 and Parable of the Sower45 each utilize scientific structures to reimagine masculinity 
outside of machismo’s traditional, domineering form. In the following pages, I will outline how 
each novel portrays traditional macho values associated with man as protector, and I will then 
show how each novel’s use of scientific frameworks and techniques found in biology, 
psychology, and anthropology allows the author to reevaluate machismo’s sexist, oppressive 
qualities. 
 Ursula K. Le Guin imagines a distant planet of androgynous humans in her 1969 novel, 
The Left Hand of Darkness. A member of the Ekumen council of planets (whose purpose is the 
anthropological, peaceful exchange of information and technology), Genly Ai travels alone to 
Gethen, a planet of androgynous humans who gain sexual organs for a few days once every 
Gethenian month to reproduce; Ai travels to two countries, Karhide and Orgoreyn during his 
visit. Ai’s mission is to bring Gethen into the Ekumen, so he requests an audience an audience 
with Karhide’s king to discuss membership. Estraven, prime minister of Karhide, serves as the 
critical liaison for Ai in arranging the meeting and in supporting Ai’s mission. A grave 
misunderstanding combined with the king’s fear of Ai and the Ekumen leads to Estraven’s exile 
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and Ai’s departure to Orgoreyn, where Ai attempts to persuade the Orgoreyn leaders to join the 
Ekumen. Estraven’s exile brings him to Orgoreyn, and he attempts to persuade Ai not to trust the 
Orgota leaders. However, Ai fails to listen, and Orgota leaders secretly place Ai in a labor prison 
masquerading as a voluntary farm. Estraven frees Ai, they travel across a hazardous ice sheet, 
and Estraven dies bringing Ai safely back to Karhide. Ai succeeds in his mission, persuading the 
king to allow Ai to bring his colleagues to finalize Gethen’s incorporation into the Ekumen. As a 
cisgender male, Ai constantly grapples with accepting Gethenian androgyny and culture until he 
finally gains understanding after Estraven rescues him.    
 The Left Hand of Darkness expresses familiar gender dynamics associated with the 
macho as protector. Machismo requires courage and a willingness to stoically venture into 
danger, so the macho is tasked with protecting the vulnerable, which includes putting himself in 
danger. Estraven embraces the macho role of protector as he valiantly rescues Ai from 
Orgoreyn’s voluntary farm. Estraven risks his own life to free Ai from his imprisonment and 
guide him across perilous wilderness to bring Ai back to the safer Karhide. As a result, Estraven 
displays traditional macho traits, and Le Guin’s use of masculine pronouns causes a reader to 
think of Estraven as a male. Because the masculine pronoun places Estraven in the male gender 
by default, the novel further places Estraven in the macho role.  
 Ai embodies traditional macho pride when Estraven becomes the protector. Unlike 
androgynous Estraven, Ai is a cisgender male, and he resents Estraven for taking on a masculine 
protector and caretaker role instead of him when the two travel together: “I was galled by his 
patronizing. He was a head shorter than I, and built more like a woman than a man, more fat than 
muscle; when we hauled together I had to shorten my pace to his, hold in my strength so as not 
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to outpull him: a stallion in harness with a mule.”46 Although ill, Ai refuses to accept Estraven’s 
orders for him to rest and calls his care “patronizing.” Ai outlines his supposed physical 
superiority compared to Estraven in order to further differentiate his masculinity from 
Estraven’s. Like the virile, dominant macho, Ai associates himself with the strong, masculine 
“stallion” while associating Estraven with a weaker (and thus effeminate) “mule.” In 
emphasizing Estraven’s femininity, Ai argues that Estraven is unfit to be the macho protector. Ai 
thus personifies sexist macho pride in asserting Estraven’s physical weakness, but his pride does 
not remove the fact that Estraven is Ai’s caretaker and protector. Ai cannot accept an androgyne 
becoming a macho, so his masculine pride is wounded severely. Along with Estraven’s role as 
protector, Ai’s pride indicates traditional machismo’s presence in The Left Hand of Darkness.  
 While Le Guin’s novel contains traditional macho protectiveness, The Left Hand of 
Darkness reimagines the view of men as protectors through Gethenian’s different biological 
makeup and through a sociological understanding of stereotypical gender roles. While traditional 
machismo strictly places the cisgender man as protector of his home, his family, and the 
vulnerable, Le Guin’s novel undermines this view in Gethenian biology and culture. Despite Le 
Guin using the masculine pronoun to describe Estraven, he remains an androgynous being who 
does not attain a gender until the end of the “26 to 28 days”47 in the Gethenian sexual cycle. Le 
Guin incorporates biological structures with the Gethenian lack of a physical sex to reimagine 
machismo into a new form of masculinity in which cisgender men are not the only protectors. 
Estraven embodies macho characteristics in protecting and caring for Ai, but his not being a 
cisgender male weakens traditional machismo. By macho definition, Ai should be protector and 
caretaker, but Le Guin places Ai in the vulnerable, feminine position as a sick individual in a 
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harsh, unfamiliar environment. Le Guin recognizes the sociological significance of traditional 
gender roles, so this novel’s understanding of traditional machismo’s presence in culture allows 
it to exhibit an alternative masculinity. In their 1987 article titled “The Left Hand of Darkness: 
Feminism for Men,” Craig and Diana Barrow, argue that “[t]he role of Genly Ai, however, is not 
to reinforce stereotypical male attitudes but to expose them; he is the means whereby men can 
confront their own ambiguous responses to women through the cultural shock of seeing feminine 
qualities in Gethenians that Genly Ai unconsciously perceives as male.”48 Le Guin showcases the 
traditional machismo and “stereotypical male attitudes” that contemporary readers are familiar 
with, and she diminishes such macho ideals in the relationship between androgynous Estraven 
and Ai, the cisgender man. As a science fiction novel, The Left Hand of Darkness utilizes 
biological and sociological ideas to reinterpret the macho idea that only a man can protect, and 
the novel calls readers to reevaluate their own understandings of masculinity as a result.  
 Like Estraven and Ai in The Left Hand of Darkness, Joe Haldeman’s 1974 novel, The 
Forever War, produces macho protective qualities through its protagonist. William Mandella, a 
soldier and later officer in Earth’s United Exploratory Force (UNEF), fights alongside other men 
and women in a long war against the alien Taurans that world leaders assert are a threat to 
humanity. As a result of time dilation in space travel “collapsar jumps” (in which an individual 
traveling at light speed experiences time at a normal rate while time seems to move faster for 
non-moving celestial bodies),49 Mandella serves and moves up the ranks in only a short time 
while centuries pass by on Earth. In that time, Earth’s social and cultural dynamics with regard to 
gender and sexuality change drastically. He trains and fights as a conscripted private, and after 
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his conscripted service, Mandella returns to Earth to find that overpopulation has led to 
homosexuality becoming the dominant orientation with heterosexuals are a small minority. 
Failing to find sanctuary in a culture too different from his own, Mandella goes back into UNEF 
and serves until the end of the war centuries later. At the end of the war, Earth has shifted once 
more into a planet of bisexual clones who have designated “breeder” planets in which 
heterosexuals live and reproduce in order to keep a diverse genetic pool of humans. Mandella 
travels to one of these planets and lives the rest of his days in a familiar, heteronormative society. 
Both Le Guin’s novel and Haldeman’s novel depict macho notions of man as protector. In 
depicting the macho protector as a soldier, The Forever War emphasizes the valiance and 
patriotic heroism associated with machismo.  
 Mandella’s machismo manifests in his bravely shielding the weak or vulnerable from 
harm.  Mandella’s position in UNEF promotes the macho ideal of the male courageous hero who 
fights to protect the homeland, and in the case of this novel, the humans serving in the UNEF 
fight against the alien Taurans to protect Earth. Mandella embodies such machismo in being a 
male leader who protects his fellow soldiers. As an acting corporal, Mandella rescues a 
subordinate soldier, Singer, from dying as a result of a spacesuit malfunction, and his brave, 
innovative actions reflect macho values of heroism.50 Mandella also displays macho, protective 
traits on Earth after his conscripted service; he boldly goes into danger and saves a young girl as 
she is gangraped in London: “Turned a corner and there was a gang of boys beating the hell out 
of someone. I screeched to the curb and leaped out of my vehicle, firing the shotgun-pistol over 
their heads. It was a girl they were attacking; it was a rape. Most of them scattered, but one 
pulled a pistol out of his coat and I shot him.”51 These actions promote Mandella’s heroism and 
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contribute to his portrayal of the macho protector in accordance with traditional machismo. This 
image of the courageous macho as a soldier stirs positive feelings of patriotism and valiance in 
the face of a threat, which then reflects traditional machismo.  
Despite Mandella’s macho heroism when saving others, Haldeman exposes problems in 
the image of the macho hero. Psychological methods affect the novel’s reinterpretation of 
machismo’s views on men as protectors. The image of the macho begins to deteriorate with the 
knowledge that UNEF conscripts Mandella. The macho image relies on the man volunteering his 
heroism, so Mandella’s forced service diminishes his macho image. Individual agency is 
replaced by the will of the institution as Mandella, a conscripted soldier, frequently discusses his 
desire not to fight in the war, and UNEF’s psychological manipulation pushes Mandella’s 
cooperation. During an attack on a Tauran base, Mandella endures hypnosis to create a desire to 
kill Taurans in battle. Mandella knows that the images induced by hypnosis are false and 
illogical, yet he feels compelled to kill the enemy aliens:    
My mind reeled under the strong pseudo-memories: shaggy hulks that were Taurans (not 
at all what we now knew they looked like) boarding a colonists’ vessel, eating babies 
while mothers watched in terror (the colonists never took babies; they wouldn’t stand the 
acceleration), then raping the women to death with huge veined purple members 
(ridiculous that they would feel desire for humans), holding the men down while they 
plucked flesh from their living bodies and gobbled it (as if they could assimilate the alien 
protein)...a hundred grisly details as sharply remembered as the events of a minute ago, 
ridiculously overdone and logically absurd. But while my conscious mind was rejecting 
the silliness, somewhere much deeper, down in that sleeping animal where we kept our 
real motives and morals, something was thirsting for alien blood, secure in the conviction 
that the noblest thing a man could do would be to die killing one of those horrible 
monsters.52 
 
The images that the hypnosis forces on Mandella exemplify machismo by appealing to a macho 
desire to protect. The “shaggy hulks” of Taurans invade a ship to consume infants and men, and 
they “[rape] the women to death with huge veined purple members.” The hypnosis portrays the 
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Tauran as an invader that threatens manhood, particularly with regards to women. The Taurans 
have “huge veined purple members” which speaks to a macho’s need to be sexually superior; the 
Taurans “[rape] the women to death,” indicating that the Tauran has taken the human macho’s 
sexual property and right to dominate. The bestial breach of territory provokes the “sleeping 
animal” macho within Mandella as he feels the need to kill those that threaten his masculinity. 
The hypnosis thus focuses on the sexist, domineering aspects of machismo as it appeals to a 
macho’s need to dominate and the view that women require protection due to their sexual 
vulnerability. The hypnosis relies on human psychology to provoke Mandella and other male 
soldiers to fight despite any personal convictions against the war, but Haldeman also uses 
UNEF’s psychological abuse to undercut machismo. Mandella goes through each “pseudo-
memory” and recognizes why each image of those Tauran “monsters” is inherently fallacious. 
Mandella’s “conscious mind was rejecting the silliness” despite seeing the horrible images and 
feeling compelled to fight. Recognizing the hypnosis images as propaganda used to stir a false 
heroism criticizes the pressure placed on men to fulfill their macho duties and protect “feeble” 
females. Exposing the falsehoods in the hypnosis diminishes its macho emphasis, which causes 
readers to rethink negative preconceptions of machismo. Haldeman’s incorporation of 
psychological influences pushes against the notion of the protective and macho hero, so The 
Forever War deconstructs “natural” masculinity for its audience to show its constructed aspects.  
 Haldeman’s novel peels the false protective bravado from the hero inherent in traditional 
machismo, and the male characters in Octavia E. Butler’s 1993 novel, Parable of the Sower 
exemplify the macho’s failure to truly protect vulnerable individuals. While Mandella’s 
experiences with UNEF hypnosis present the pressure placed on men to fulfill the macho role of 
protector, the male characters in Butler’s novel reveal the effects and negative consequences of 
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macho bravado. Set in a pre-apocalyptic, 2020s United States, Parable of the Sower chronicles 
Lauren Olamina’s experiences inside and outside of her walled-in Robledo, California 
community. A laissez-faire capitalism has contributed to climate change, increased inflation, and 
widened the gap between wealthy and poor, leaving a large impoverished population fighting 
amongst themselves for resources. Heightened poverty with limited food, water, and other 
necessary resources has led to disease, starvation, drug abuse, and extreme violence. Lauren’s 
community lives peacefully inside Robledo’s walls, but Lauren believes that her life will soon be 
uprooted by those who wish to take the neighborhood’s assets. She contemplates the failure of 
her preacher father’s religion to provide her any comfort in the surrounding turmoil;53 she creates 
a new religion called Earthseed, whose primary tenets are “God is Change”54 and that it is 
Earthseed’s destiny “to take root among the stars”55 away from Earth. After drug-addicted 
pyromaniacs destroy Robledo, Lauren leads two survivors north, and she gains followers along 
the way. After a long, tumultuous journey, Lauren and her group reach farmland in the north and 
establish an Earthseed community called Acorn. 
 Parable of the Sower’s pre-apocalyptic setting riddled with violence and scarcity 
provokes macho behavior from the men as they feel the need to defend their families, 
communities, and resources. The desire to protect appears positive due to the notion that the 
honorable macho will valiantly defend his family against villains at risk of his own safety, but 
sexism and the need to dominate tarnish the vision of the valiant macho. Machismo causes the 
male characters in this novel, specifically Richard Moss, Keith Olamina, and Harry Baiter, to 
feel superior and feel that they have no need to exercise caution because of their strong, protector 
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status. The protector status stemming from machismo also provides these men with the means to 
exercise power over females and children. Lauren Olamina, the novel’s protagonist, witnesses 
the male characters’ adopting machismo in order to control as well as to protect. Parable of the 
Sower’s violent circumstances contribute to the male characters’ actions and behavior as they 
adopt macho characteristics in order to confront their surroundings. 
 The citizens in the enclosed Robledo community endure constant threat from the 
impoverished, diseased, violent outsiders who are desperate to steal Robledo’s valuable 
resources, and Richard Moss is one member of Robledo who responds to the danger by 
generating a belief system that incorporates traditional macho beliefs. Moss “has put together his 
own religion—a combination of the Old Testament and historical West African practices. He 
claims that God wants men to be patriarchs, rulers and protectors of women, and fathers of as 
many children as possible.”56 This new religion retains the patriarchal, sexist values central to 
traditional machismo. Like the macho, Moss believes that men must rule women which directly 
hearkens to machismo’s sexist, oppressive traits. Traditional machismo understood today define 
real men as superior and protective of women as well, and the term “rulers” reflects the macho’s 
goal to dominate over the female who is considered weaker. Moss’ views further indicates the 
macho desire to dominate women with his wives and daughters: “The Moss girls...were educated 
at home by their mothers according to the religion their father had assembled, and they were 
warned away from the sin and contamination of the rest of the world.”57 Moss’ macho beliefs 
place women in a subservient role, so his daughters are then isolated. Moss, as the man, places 
himself in the dominant role as he controls how his daughters are educated without outside 
influence. Education or belief systems contrary to Moss’ dogma is considered “sin and 
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contamination,” so Moss revokes freedom for his female family members supposedly as a means 
to protect them. Richard Moss exemplifies negative machismo through his obsessive need to 
dominate as the designated patriarch protector of his sheltered family.  
 Lauren’s brother, Keith, also employs negative, macho qualities in his obsession with 
being a weapon-wielding man capable of protecting himself and others against the dangerous 
outside. Keith wishes to use a weapon before he reaches the appropriate age determined by 
community leaders, and Lauren expresses concern over his push for a weapon: “My brother 
Keith has been whining to go along whenever someone gets a shooting group together, but the 
age rule is firm. I worry about the way Keith wants to get his hands on the guns. Dad doesn’t 
seem to worry, but I do.”58 Keith’s need to have a gun displays a macho sense that men should 
have a weapon to signal their power and male dignity, and this connection between the weapon 
and machismo manifests in machismo’s historical development in the nineteenth century: “the 
pistol became the weapon of the macho, the brave man.”59 Keith obsesses with having a weapon 
due to a macho belief that using a gun determines one’s status as a man because only a real man 
can defend himself and others against danger. The ability to use a weapon signals a protector 
status reminiscent of machismo values, and Keith believes that having and using a gun will 
establish his masculinity: “[h]e wanted to show he was a man, not a scared girl.”60 Keith’s desire 
to be “a man” and “not a scared girl” exemplifies domineering, sexist machismo. Keith believes 
that only a man is able to protect and handle a gun, representing macho beliefs that men are 
superior to women and that only men can protect. Keith’s actions exemplify a negative 
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machismo indicated by Lauren’s “worry[ing]” about him; her concern shows that Keith’s 
behavior is dangerous and oppressive as he confuses protection with macho dominance.  
 Harry Baiter similarly portrays negative machismo by designating himself as the 
dominant, male protector in the novel. After the destruction of their community, Harry, Lauren, 
and Zahra travel together and set up night watches, but Harry “[begins] to snore” and fails to stay 
vigilant during his watch.61 Lauren tells him to go to sleep and have her take the shift, but he 
refuses because “[h]is pride had kicked in. It would be impossible to get the gun and the watch 
from him now.”62 Harry takes on the macho role of protector for the group, and upon realizing 
that he failed, he insisted on keeping his masculine responsibility. Harry’s responsibility as the 
male protector allots him power over the two women as he is responsible for their safety, which 
indicates a sexist, oppressive form of machismo. Harry, as a man, assumes that he is capable of 
protecting Lauren and Zahra, so he sleeps as if he is unconcerned with the danger around him. 
He thinks that Lauren is attacking his male honor when she attempts to protect the group, and his 
masculine pride then makes it “impossible to get the gun and the watch from him,” leaving the 
group in harm’s way. Harry’s machismo prevents him from understanding that one does not have 
to be a man to have the power to protect all those in the group who are sleeping and therefore 
vulnerable. Harry projects negative machismo as his self-determined protector status attempts to 
dominate Lauren and Zahra and places all three of them in danger.  
 Richard Moss, Keith Olamina, and Harry Baiter all represent a negative, oppressive 
machismo that appears familiar to readers, and Butler seeks to diminish this form of masculinity 
as an antiquated and unproductive cultural construct. Like The Left Hand of Darkness and The 
Forever War, Parable of the Sower utilizes scientific elements, anthropology specifically, to 
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undermine traditional machismo in favor of a more positive, inclusive masculinity that readers 
can adopt in their own lives. The structure of the novel is that of a personal journal that Lauren 
writes of her experiences and the culture around her. Like an anthropologist taking fieldnotes and 
writing an ethnography, Lauren observes and writes about the men’s macho behavior and their 
attempts to exert power over her and others, but her observations contain personal criticisms 
against the machismo she witnesses. Her criticisms and reports on the effects of macho 
protective behavior uncovers the negative consequences and risks that traditional, sexist 
machismo brings.  
 For Richard Moss, Lauren criticizes his views as overtly sexist and dangerous to the well-
being of the community, and her arguments diminish Moss’ machismo through her 
ethnographic-like journal entries. She denounces Moss’ sexist belief system and how it affects 
the women in his family as well as the community: 
It’s the Moss attitude that gets me. Richard Moss lets his wives and daughters pull things 
like this. He works them like slaves in his gardens and rabbit raising operation and 
around the house, but he lets them pretend they’re ‘ladies’ when it comes to any 
community effort. If they don’t want to do their part, he always backs them up. This is 
dangerous and stupid. It’s a breeding ground for resentment. No Moss woman has ever 
stood watch. I’m not the only one who’s noticed.63  
 
Lauren condemns how Moss treats his female family members, and her use of the term “slaves” 
exposes the oppressive qualities associated with machismo. Lauren emphasizing how “he lets 
them pretend they’re ladies” shows her disdain for the chauvinism in machismo (emphasis 
added). Lauren discusses and analyzes Moss and his family’s behavior, and she interprets how 
Moss’ machismo will affect their Robledo neighborhood. She calls such views “dangerous and 
stupid” because the Moss women have never “stood watch.” The macho view that only men can 
protect places the community at risk because Moss’ wives and daughters do not contribute to the 
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community’s safety. Lauren thus argues that the traditional machismo Moss displays is 
insufficient for the novel’s pre-apocalyptic setting. Lauren’s observations hearken to 
anthropological studies of human behavior, and her observations play a role in how the novel 
diminishes traditional, negative machismo in favor of a more rational, positive masculinity that 
will better protect the community. 
 Lauren’s observations regarding negative machismo also manifests in how she reacts to 
Keith’s actions. Keith takes their mother’s housekey gun and goes outside of Robledo to earn his 
masculine status by proving that he can survive in dangerous circumstances.64 Keith returns 
“scraped and bruised, bleeding, and filthy,” “wearing only his underpants,” and with the key 
stolen.65 Keith does not learn from his assault, and his continued dedication to asserting his 
macho status leads to his brutal death: “Someone had cut and burned away most of my brothers 
skin. Everywhere except his face. They burned out his eyes, but left the rest of his face intact—
like they wanted him to be recognized. They cut and they cauterized and they cut and they 
cauterized…Some of the wounds were days old. Someone had an endless hatred of my 
brother.”66 Keith’s assault and death are the repercussions of his machismo, and Lauren’s 
description of these effects expose machismo’s failure to protect. Like an ethnographer, Lauren 
outlines and analyzes Keith’s actions and their consequences. Lauren’s descriptions argue 
against traditional machismo by exposing its ability to promote irrational behavior like Keith’s. 
By showing the consequences of Keith’s macho behavior, the novel asserts traditional 
machismo’s inadequacy in order to reimagine masculinity in a more positive sense.  
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 Butler’s novel further exposes machismo’s inability to provide adequate protection 
through Lauren’s reaction to Harry Baiter’s carelessness. Harry claims that he can handle his 
watch despite Lauren finding him sleeping at this post.67 Lauren diminishes his self-determined 
macho protector status as an irrational exercise of masculine power. Lauren believes that the 
group’s new circumstances (surviving openly without a secure community to prevent theft and 
violence) requires the removal of machismo pride. She verbally emasculates Harry by reminding 
him of his failure to protect the group: “‘Remember last night,’ I said. ‘If you care about [Zahra] 
at all, if you want her to live, remember last night.’ He didn't answer. I hoped I had surprised 
him. I supposed I had also embarrassed him. And maybe I had made him feel angry and 
defensive. Whatever I’d done, I didn’t hear him doing any more snoring.”68 Lauren reminds 
Harry of his failure to warn and protect the group during an attack the previous night, so she 
attacks his machismo. Following Harry’s verbal emasculation, Lauren hears only silence, and 
she suspects that she may have “embarrassed him” or “made him feel angry and defensive.” 
These reactions confirm Harry’s damaged masculinity, as he realizes that his traditional 
machismo ideal has failed him. Lauren’s comments assert that macho pride has no functional 
place in a dystopian America. Harry appears to realize this fact as Lauren “didn’t hear him doing 
any more snoring.” Lauren’s comments cause Harry to reevaluate his machismo values, so he 
takes his watch seriously and stays awake. Lauren’s observations and her analysis reflect 
fieldwork and ethnographies found in anthropological studies, and Lauren’s journal entries 
contribute to how the novel’s use of such anthropological methods support its discussion of 
machismo. Her ethnographic-like comments discuss male behavior, and Lauren’s journal entries 
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show machismo’s failure in her context. Parable of the Sower thus causes a reader to rethink the 
negative effects of machismo and ponder new forms of masculinity. 
 The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower as science 
fiction novels provide familiar social frameworks while also creating alternative views of such 
frameworks for readers to contemplate. John Pennington comments that science fiction “has 
traditionally been androcentric literature, at least until Le Guin burst onto the scene winning the 
Hugo and Nebula for The Left Hand of Darkness (1970) and The Dispossessed (1975). This SF 
otherness, however, here becomes a complex metaphor for gender; the other, the alien, the 
unknown is centered in biological sex and sociological gender roles.”69 Le Guin’s novel responds 
to hard science fiction’s patriarchal androcentrism through its unique “biological sex and 
sociological gender roles.” Pennington and other Le Guin scholars comment on her unique 
gender and sexual social structure as an experiment for readers to consider in comparison to their 
own contemporary societies; I focus this discussion by arguing that the gender roles which her 
novel responds to stem from traditional Hispanic/Latino machismo and its values regarding male 
as protector. I also argue that Le Guin’s text presents that unique “otherness” to respond to 
greater social and cultural contexts outside of science fiction literature. Like Le Guin’s, 
Haldeman’s novel also refashions traditional gender dynamics. Cynthia A. Wright argues that 
The Forever War fails to remove or provide a positive alternative to its military macho sexism: 
“The inclusion in the novel of the masculine male-as-protector model, as well as the feminine 
stereotypes of emotional weakness, sexual subservience, and inherent domesticity invalidate the 
author’s superficial assumptions of male/female equality, and subtract from the work’s potential 
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as a forum for innovative social commentary.”70 I disagree because, although Wright accurately 
points out Haldeman’s sexist, macho “male-as-protector model,” she fails to account for 
Haldeman’s critique of the military system that promotes such macho ideals (i.e. Mandella’s 
recognition that UNEF hypnotized his macho protectiveness and forced his cooperation). 
Analyzing Mandella’s macho protectiveness and his response to the negative, sexist implications 
of traditional machismo is crucial for understanding how Haldeman’s novel considers the 
negative effects traditional machismo offers. Parable of the Sower directly addresses such 
negative effects as the male characters put others at risk when they place their macho protective 
pride ahead of the group’s safety and wellbeing. Carme Manuel aptly argues that Butler’s “novel 
proves that the future can still be constructed on the remnants of the past, only with more careful 
attention towards their management.”71 The “remnants of the past” involve the inadequate 
gender expectations that, as discussed here, include macho notions of male protection, so 
Lauren’s commentary on the men’s inability to protect and fulfill traditional machismo’s 
requirements show that a new, more positive form of masculinity can provide a “future [that] can 
still be constructed on the remnants of the past.” By paying “more careful attention” to 
machismo’s effects in Lauren’s journal entries, Parable of the Sower allows readers to consider 
new, more positive forms of masculinity. These three science fiction novels reveal machismo’s 
flaws in promoting only cisgender men as protectors, and these texts provoke a larger social 
conversation regarding masculinity and its traditional interpretations rooted in Hispanic/Latino 
machismo. 
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 As science fiction novels, The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of 
the Sower incorporate scientific concepts stemming from biology, psychology, anthropology, 
and sociology to examine the flaws of traditional machismo. Macho values emphasize the notion 
of men as protectors, and the novels include figures that display macho protector characteristics. 
Rather than being noble protectors viewed positively, the machos exhibit controlling, sexist traits 
reminiscent of the negative machismo familiar to modern audiences. Le Guin, Haldeman, and 
Butler utilize scientific frames based on biology, sociology, psychology, and anthropology to 
reinterpret machismo and provide a more positive, inclusive form of masculinity. Instead of the 
oppressive masculine protector, the novels show other forms of masculinity that go beyond 
machismo’s strict parameters. The scientific elements contribute to the genre’s ability to show 
realistic social structures familiar to readers while also commenting on those social structures 
and creatively reworking them. Readers consider the changes to familiar social structures, such 
as gender and sexuality, and wonder whether such changes are necessary and/or feasible. 
 By showcasing machismo’s negative qualities, the authors of these science fiction novels 
create a dialogue regarding masculinity in their created worlds. Machismo as a specific term and 
concept specifically outlines the standards of masculinity that both the authors and readers 
contend with in their North American context. The worlds in these texts provide a means in 
which social and cultural constructs, like machismo, can move away from contemporary 
understandings of such constructs. These novels then challenge their readers to contemplate 
machismo as a cultural construct and push those readers to reimagine masculinity outside of 
machismo’s negative qualities. The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the 
Sower propose more positive, inclusive forms of masculinity by promoting the noble quality of 
protector and caretaker without the sexist, controlling aspects of machismo. These novels thus 
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inspire readers to promote more positive, inclusive ideals of masculinity outside of the science 
fiction world and into readers’ respective social contexts.   
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Chapter 3: The Macho as Breadwinner 
Traditional, Hispanic/Latino machismo designates men as protective warriors who 
dominate over women and children, so machos take responsibility for their families. As I 
discussed in Chapter 1: Defining Machismo, William Arcé explains that one origin for machismo 
potentially developed “because [the indigenous men of Mexico] were unable to protect their 
women from the Spaniards’ ensuing plunder, pillage, and rape during the conquest.”72 Arcé also 
states that machismo may have originated from Aztec culture “in which the…Aztec man was 
primarily a warrior, and the Aztec woman prepared for a domestic role in which her status was 
determined by how well she fulfilled her feminine duties.”73 Protection of women remains the 
key component of machismo, but protection may not only include preventing external forces 
from “plunder, pillage, and rape.” Protection also includes preventing women and children from 
starvation or exposure. Machismo then requires men to become the breadwinners of the 
household and provide resources for his family or group’s survival. In this chapter, I will offer a 
close reading of The Left Hand of Darkness,74 The Forever War,75 and Parable of the Sower76 to 
examine traditional macho notions of man as breadwinner, and then I will affirm how these 
novels utilize scientific frameworks and methods found in biology, sociology, and anthropology 
to diminish such macho notions in favor of a more inclusive masculinity that readers may 
consider adopting into their respective societies and cultures.  
This chapter’s analysis begins with Ursula K. Le Guin’s 1969 novel, The Left Hand of 
Darkness where a member of the Ekumen council of planets devoted to the peaceful exchange of 
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knowledge and technology, Genly Ai, travels to a planet of androgynous humans known as 
Gethen. On Gethen, the humans spend most of their calendrical month without physical sexual 
characteristics, but they gain sexual organs for a few days during each month to reproduce, a 
process known as kemmer. Ai begins his diplomatic mission to bring Gethen into the Ekumen in 
one of Gethen’s main countries, Karhide, and Karhide’s prime minister, Estraven assists Ai in 
requesting an audience with the country’s king. The king’s mistrust of Estraven leads to his exile 
from Karhide, and the king’s fear of the unknown Ekumen leads to his refusing Ai’s request and 
sending Ai to Karhide’s neighboring country, Orgoreyn. Estraven’s exile brings him to Orgoreyn 
as well, and he warns Ai not to trust the Orgota leaders whom Ai has been trying to persuade to 
join the Ekumen. Not heeding Estraven’s warnings, Ai does not leave Orgoreyn and the nation’s 
leaders secretly hold him in a labor prison known as the Pulefen Commensality Third Voluntary 
Farm and Resettlement Agency. Estraven rescues Ai and leads him back to Karhide across icy 
wilderness; Estraven dies delivering Ai across the border. Ai successfully convinces Karhide’s 
king to join the Ekumen. After struggling to accept Gethenian androgyny as a cisgender male, Ai 
finally accepts Estraven and Gethenian biology, society, and culture by the end of the novel. 
The Left Hand of Darkness illustrates macho values of men as breadwinners. Estraven 
takes on the masculine role of caretaker throughout the novel for both his own family and for 
Genly Ai. Estraven is ordered into exile for treason with limited time to leave Karhide before the 
rest of the community may have permission to kill him: “Once Sixth Hour struck I was fair game 
for Tibe’s men, and none could cry Murder, but only Justice done.”77 His exile forces him to 
leave his partner with whom he has sworn a kemmering vow, a vow reminiscent of a socially 
accepted, non-legal form of matrimony.78 Before fleeing, Estraven provides his kemmering 
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partner with valuables that may be used to provide for his children: “I wrote to my old 
kemmering Ashe how he might get the profit of certain valuable things to keep for our sons’ use, 
but told him not to try to send me money, for Tibe would have the border watched.”79 Estraven’s 
exile does not impede his ability to care for his family as the masculine breadwinner and 
protector. Rather, he ensures that his family is cared for in anticipation of his absence; his 
planning exemplifies his position as the macho of his family. Estraven displays such macho 
breadwinning characteristics as he provides the means for his family’s survival.  
Estraven further exemplifies the macho notion of men as the breadwinner in how he cares 
for Ai during the escape from Orgoreyn. After rescuing Ai from the Pulefen Commensality Third 
Voluntary Farm and Resettlement Agency, Estraven becomes Ai’s caretaker, and Estraven 
provides the two with resources as they survive in the Gethenian tundra. Estraven becomes 
breadwinner during the escape to Karhide as he accumulates resources such as “skis, snowshoes, 
and provisions, a fur bag and winter clothing, all over again; also a Chabe stove, a polyskin tent, 
and a light sledge to load it all on.”80 These resources allow Estraven and Ai to escape Pulefen 
and survive, and the fact that Estraven gathered these supplies designates him as the macho 
breadwinner between the two. During their travels on the ice, Estraven brings meat to Ai: 
“Estraven’s snares were full in an hour or two. He cleaned and cut up the six beasts, hung some 
of the meat to freeze, stewed some for our meal that night.”81 Not only does Estraven hunt and 
bring the food back to the camp, he also prepares and cooks the meat. Because Estraven gathers 
and provides the resources necessary for survival, he protects Ai and becomes the primary 
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breadwinner of the two. As breadwinner, Estraven becomes the macho between him and Ai, and 
Ai is placed in the subservient, feminine position in accordance with traditional machismo. 
While The Left Hand of Darkness showcases the traditional macho value of men tasked 
with providing resources for those he cares for, the novel diminishes the sexist, controlling 
associations with traditional machismo through the novel’s unique biological makeup. The 
novel’s biological structure denounces the idea that only men can be breadwinners. Gethenians 
are an androgynous people whom Ai describes as “human beings who were, five-sixths of the 
time, hermaphroditic neuters.”82 As a society of “neuters” (save for the short few days in which 
Gethenians become gendered for reproductive purposes), Gethenian culture does not have a 
gender hierarchy or social standards associated with masculinity or femininity. Estraven’s 
androgyny prevents him from truly embodying machismo because only cisgender men are 
considered machos. Le Guin’s biological interpretation reduces the sexism associated with 
traditional machismo and favors an inclusive, positive form of masculinity. Estraven proves that 
men are not the only providers, so The Left Hand of Darkness calls readers to rethink masculinity 
beyond machismo. 
 Le Guin’s novel proposes caretakers and breadwinners who are not the cisgender men 
that traditional machismo requires, but The Forever War by Joe Haldeman published in 1974 
reduces macho notions of men as breadwinner through showing men and women as equal 
earners and presenting an example of a macho failing to provide. William Mandella serves with 
men and women as a conscripted soldier in the United Exploratory Force (UNEF) in a long-
running war against the alien Taurans. During his service he befriends and falls in love with 
fellow soldier, Marygay Potter. Time dilation resulting from space travel causes Mandella and 
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Potter and their fellow servicemen to age at a seemingly normal rate while Earth endures 
centuries of change, and in that time, Earth’s culture and social structure evolves significantly. 
At the end of his conscripted term, Mandella returns to find that homosexuality is the dominant 
orientation in response to overpopulation and finding himself unable to assimilate into the 
radically different culture, Mandella reenlists. Potter also reenlists when tragedy takes her family 
from her, and she is separated from Mandella on another assignment. After years of service (and 
centuries have passed for Earth), Mandella returns to find the war has ended and bisexual clones 
dominate the Earth and her planetary colonies. Mandella decides to move to a planet of 
heterosexuals designated by the clones as sites for humans to reproduce and create a diverse 
genetic pool. He finds Potter on the same planet, and the two have a family. The macho notion of 
man as breadwinner shows up in Haldeman’s novel in the figure of Mandella as well as Potter’s 
father.   
The Forever War expresses traditional macho values related to man as the breadwinner 
when William Mandella returns to Earth after his conscripted service. Returning home to his 
mother, Mandella argues with his mother’s companion, Rhonda, about sleeping arrangements: 
“[Rhonda says] ‘I can take the couch.’ I was too old-fashioned male-chauv to allow that; we 
discussed it for a minute and I wound up on the couch.”83 Mandella directly acknowledges his 
machismo in refusing Rhonda to give up comfort for his sake. Though Mandella does not 
provide money or food for his family in the way that a breadwinner traditionally does, he does 
exhibit macho breadwinner qualities by ensuring that a female has the best of the resources 
available. As a macho, Mandella feels responsible for providing for Rhonda, a woman, with 
those resources, which in this case consists of a comfortable place to sleep. Mandella asserts his 
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masculine dominance until Rhonda relents, and he “[winds] up on the couch.” Mandella thus 
expresses the sexist, provider aspects of traditional machismo.  
Marygay Potter’s father also exemplifies controlling, macho, breadwinning 
characteristics in this novel. In a farm in South Dakota, Mr. Potter leads his family’s farm as the 
provider, but when Mandella arrives, Mr. Potter appears grateful to have another macho helping 
provide resources to the family: “‘Will,’ Mr. Potter said, ‘I don’t mind telling you that your 
coming here is a godsend. We’ve got five acres that are just sitting out there, fallow, because we 
don’t have enough hands to work them. You can take the plow tomorrow and start breaking up 
an acre at a time.’”84 Another man arriving potentially means competition for head breadwinner, 
but that is not the case with Mr. Potter. Rather, Mr. Potter immediately sets the boundary 
between himself and Mandella by giving him instructions for how he may contribute to 
providing resources. As the patriarch of the family, Mr. Potter runs his farm, and he feels 
comfortable designating Mandella as his helper and ordering Mandella to “take the plow 
tomorrow.” By designating Mandella’s position early on, Mr. Potter affirms his place as the head 
macho breadwinner without concern for Mandella usurping his position. Mr. Potter’s position 
hearkens to the dominant aspects of machismo as Mr. Potter controls the family’s resources and 
controls who participates in providing for the household. Mr. Potter shows machismo’s presence 
in The Forever War through his role as the breadwinner.    
 Though Mandella and Mr. Potter embody macho breadwinning traits, The Forever War 
incorporate sociological patterns and strategy found in military science to promote progressive 
ideals regarding masculinity. Both men and women equally participate in and lead other soldiers 
in combat: “So here we were, fifty men and fifty women, with IQs over 150 and bodies of 
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unusual health and strength, slogging elitely through the mud and slush of central Missouri, 
reflecting on the usefulness of our skill in building bridges on worlds where the only fluid is an 
occasional standing pool of liquid helium.”85 The novel emphasizes equality in the military with 
an equal number of “fifty men and fifty women” all “with IQs over 150 and bodies of unusual 
health and strength.” Like the military during the time Haldeman wrote this novel and today, the 
United Exploratory Force acknowledges both men and women having the capability to serve in 
the military. The novel incorporates military strategy when determining equal standings between 
men and women in combat. Men and women in UNEF have equal intellectual and physical 
strength, indicating their effectiveness as soldiers, and expanding the army to both men and 
women provides numerical advantage compared to a male army. Strategically involving the 
more effective fighters regardless of gender promotes a more inclusive form of masculinity: one 
in which both men and women serve and are compensated providers for their respective families 
and loved ones. Both men and women have breadwinning potential, so readers contemplate the 
possibility of a more positive form of masculinity beyond traditional machismo.       
Haldeman’s novel further undermines the macho notion of man as sole breadwinner by 
presenting the sociological pressure placed on men to achieve macho status. Mandella fails to 
provide for his mother and act as a breadwinner for his family when he returns to Earth. During 
his initial visit before his mother falls ill, Mandella learns of his father’s death, but he does not 
assume the macho responsibility of providing for his vulnerable mother. Once Mandella learns 
that his mother has found a lover in Rhonda, Mandella feels “very hollow and lost,”86 and he 
leaves instead of assuming his macho responsibility. He leaves “Mother a note saying that 
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Marygay had called”87 (when, in fact, no such call occurs), and he leaves his mother behind. 
Mandella fails to fulfill his masculine duties as the breadwinner by running away. The novel 
recognizes machismo’s sociological pressure for men to care for those who are vulnerable, and 
Mandella’s failure to do so affirms how traditional machismo fails to provide strength for men 
and safety for women.  
While undermining the negative aspects of the macho as breadwinner, Haldeman’s novel 
proposes a positive alternative, and this alternative manifests in Mandella’s attempts to save his 
mother. After leaving his mother and living on the Potter farm for some time, Mandella returns 
and finds that his mother is suffering from a severe cough. His mother diminishes the severity of 
the cough, and Mandella denounces his mother’s belittling her cough: “‘Not serious?’ At eighty-
four. ‘For Chrissake, mother.’ I went to the phone in the kitchen and with some difficulty 
managed to get the hospital.”88 Mandella takes control of the situation and attempts to acquire 
medical resources for his mother. Rather than simply being a macho provider because he is a 
man, Mandella takes responsibility and attempts to help his mother as a dutiful son. Though his 
attempts to acquire medical care reflect “man as caretaker” aspects of traditional machismo, 
Mandella’s actions ultimately present a more positive form of masculinity. A masculinity in 
which a man cares for the vulnerable not because he is expected to (as is dictated by machismo) 
but because it is morally right to do so. Mandella’s desire to save his mother does not come from 
a place of macho control or dominance, but rather, a place of duty and altruism. In presenting 
this positive form of masculinity, Haldeman shows readers how the negative, oppressive aspects 
of traditional masculinity can be traded for a more positive form of masculinity centered upon 
duty and ethical behavior. 
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Traditional machismo, and its pressure for men to provide for others, retains a 
sociological significance for men in a heteronormative, patriarchal culture, and The Forever War 
exposes traditional machismo’s significance and its concomitant failures. As an individual from 
the late twentieth century United States, Mandella grew in a patriarchal culture that expresses 
macho standards of men as caretakers and providers. Years later, with an evolved social culture, 
Mandella’s macho characteristics do not fit into the system, and Mandella’s failure to adhere to 
macho standards promotes the novel’s intention to present machismo’s failure as a social and 
cultural concept. Mandella’s dutiful efforts to care for his mother promote a different view on 
men becoming caretakers outside of macho dominance. The novel shows how machismo places 
unrealistic, societal pressures on men to be controlling providers for their loved ones, so The 
Forever War challenges readers to reevaluate machismo’s presence in contemporary culture and 
reimagine a more positive masculinity outside of machismo’s oppressive restrictions.  
 Haldeman’s The Forever War frames machismo and its notions of male breadwinners as 
an archaic social construct that fails and shifts in the changing cultural atmosphere, and Octavia 
E. Butler’s 1993 novel, Parable of the Sower, similarly displays a shifted social and cultural 
setting to present and undercut the traditional macho value of men as breadwinners. In the 
novel’s mid-2020s setting, extreme capitalism and climate change has resulted in increased 
poverty, drug abuse, starvation, and violence. Resources are scarce and walled communities like 
Robledo in California are under constant threat from impoverished, desperate individuals willing 
to steal valuable resources. Lauren Olamina, the protagonist, lives in Robledo, and her unnamed 
father calls the Los Angeles area “a carcass covered with too many maggots,” emphasizing the 
setting’s deteriorating state and the desperation of the “maggots” who live outside Robledo.89 
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Lauren’s father is the patriarch of the Olamina family, so he takes a macho responsibility for the 
well-being of his family. Keith, his son and Lauren’s brother, exaggerates machismo and desires 
to take the role of breadwinner in order to usurp his father and prove his masculinity. The 
dynamic between Keith and his father exemplifies traditional macho values as they compete for 
the masculine role of breadwinner. Both characters fail to effectively provide, and at Robledo’s 
destruction and pillage, Lauren leads survivors north. Lauren’s group expands as they travel 
north, and she teaches them her new religion, Earthseed, whose doctrine centers upon the notion 
that “God is Change”90 and that Earthseed followers’ destiny is to travel beyond the Earth and 
“take root among the stars.”91 Lauren and her group successfully establish an Earthseed 
community called Acorn by the end of the novel.  
 Lauren’s father, as the patriarch of the Olamina family, retains the title of macho 
breadwinner and primary caretaker. Lauren’s father leads and protects the Olamina family, 
which includes providing money and resources for the family’s survival. He travels outside the 
community to teach at university in order to earn money for his family, he preaches as the 
spiritual leader for the community, and he protects the family by keeping the weapons in the 
house. As the man who brings in money and resources to the house, Lauren’s father is the macho 
breadwinner of the family. He protects the family in providing for them, so Lauren’s father 
exemplifies macho values.  
 Lauren’s brother, Keith, competes with Lauren’s father for the macho role of 
breadwinner by displaying hypermasculine machismo and rebelling against his father, the 
patriarch. He takes the house key and a Smith & Wesson pistol, leaves the home, and returns 
with money and gifts for the family: “He brought her a lot of money done up in a fat roll…Keith 
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gave Bennett and Gregory big, expensive bars of milk chocolate with peanuts.”92  Lauren and 
Keith’s father “beat[s] him bloody” for leaving and putting the family in danger, and the father’s 
beating affirms his place as head of the household and protector of the family over Keith.93  In 
bringing money and gifts to the family, Keith reflects the macho ideal of men as breadwinners 
for the family. Keith asserts masculine dominance by attempting to usurp his father’s role as 
breadwinner. Keith’s machismo contributes to his attempt to gain power by controlling how the 
family acquires resources for survival. Parable of the Sower thus displays traditional machismo 
values as these male characters compete for the title of breadwinner for the family, a title 
especially privileged when considering the novel’s violent setting.  
 Parable of the Sower displays traditional machismo but undermines it as a social and 
cultural construct. The novel acknowledges machismo’s presence in culture, and the novel’s 
structure (a journal written by the protagonist) incorporates anthropological strategies to expose 
machismo’s weaknesses. Lauren’s entries act as a sort of ethnography describing the actions and 
behaviors of those around her. She provides her own commentary which undermines the 
traditional macho values displayed by the men in her family and community. The male 
characters that display macho traits ultimately fail in their ability to protect and provide for their 
women and children as machismo requires. Parable of the Sower exposes traditional machismo’s 
flaws and presents a positive, inclusive masculinity that readers can incorporate into their own 
respective societies and cultures.  
 Lauren’s father and brother exemplify the failure of traditional machismo in the novel’s 
tumultuous setting, and the novel’s ethnographic structure exposes machismo’s failure. Lauren’s 
father protects and provides for his family as the macho breadwinner, and Lauren has the utmost 
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respect for her father: “He’s our father, and he’s the best man I know.”94 Lauren’s respect for her 
father suggests that his breadwinner display of machismo is a positive form of masculinity, but 
Lauren’s father disappears. He never returns after Lauren asserts that her father “didn’t come 
home” one day.95 Machismo dictates that men remain loyal to their family and provide for the 
vulnerable women and children, but Lauren’s father’s disappearance leaves the family in 
disarray. Because Lauren’s father is the primary breadwinner, his loss leaves the family 
vulnerable. His disappearance exposes the flaws in machismo. Machismo requires the father 
figure to be the breadwinner, so Lauren’s father’s disappearance creates a vacancy that leaves the 
family vulnerable. The novel thus reevaluates traditional machismo as other characters take on 
the responsibility of caretaker. For example, after Robledo burns down, Zahra, a female, returns 
to Lauren and Harry with “[Lauren’s] brother Bennett’s shirt full of ripe peaches.”96 Zahra 
becomes the breadwinner for the group in this instance as she provides food for others; as a 
female breadwinner, Zahra undermines traditional machismo in light of Lauren’s father’s failure. 
The novel then causes readers to reinterpret masculinity outside of the well-known traditional 
machismo in favor of a more inclusive form of masculinity. This new form of masculinity takes 
the nobler aspects of machismo (in this case, the notion of earning money or resources to care for 
those who are vulnerable) and leaves behind the sexist attitude that only men can be 
breadwinners. Lauren’s documentation of this shift in masculine responsibility shows how Butler 
utilizes anthropological techniques, specifically ethnography, to showcase machismo’s flaws for 
a reader.  
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 Like Lauren’s father in his disappearance, Keith is another example of traditional 
machismo’s inability to truly protect in Parable of the Sower’s violent setting, and the novel’s 
ethnographic frame leads readers to reevaluate machismo’s usefulness by presenting a more 
positive form of masculinity. In documenting Keith’s actions and demise, like that of an 
ethnographer, Lauren shows how machismo fails in her society. Keith ultimately proves 
unsuccessful in his attempt to usurp his father as the family’s macho breadwinner because his 
machismo leads to his brutal murder: “Someone had cut and burned away most of my brother’s 
skin. Everywhere except his face. They burned out his eyes, but left the rest of his face intact—
like they wanted him to be recognized. They cut and they cauterized and they cut and they 
cauterized…Some of the wounds were days old. Someone had an endless hatred of my 
brother.”97 Lauren discusses Keith’s wounds in detail and deduces that “[s]omeone had an 
endless hatred for [her] brother.” Like an anthropologist’s fieldnotes, Lauren’s description 
outlines the violence in her surroundings, and her description shows readers how traditional 
machismo ultimately fails in the novel’s setting. Keith constantly asserts his ability to take care 
of himself and others in the dangerous outside because “[h]e want[s] to show he was a man, not a 
scared girl,” but his sexist hypermasculinity leaves him brutally murdered.98 The novel shows 
that traditional machismo fails because it produces arrogance and impulsivity. Keith’s attempts 
to become the family breadwinner leave him dead, and the novel undermines machismo’s 
tendency to engender irrational behavior through depicting this violent death. The novel calls for 
a more inclusive, positive masculinity than machismo; Lauren and the other female characters 
must take care of themselves rather than relying on a macho to provide. The anthropological 
structure for Parable of the Sower in its journalistic, ethnographic form showcases machismo’s 
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inability to safeguard both men and women in its violent context, so the novel asks readers to 
reconsider a new form of masculinity that both men and women may value.  
 Le Guin, Haldeman, and Butler’s novels utilize their and their contemporary reader’s 
established and understood sociological and cultural context to create new interpretations of 
masculinity outside of the familiar gender dynamics found in traditional machismo. The macho 
belief that men must be the sole breadwinners manifests in these texts as a familiar byproduct of 
a patriarchal culture that both authors and readers are familiar, and the novels reshape this macho 
belief to offer alternative breadwinners. Rebecca Adams argues that The Left Hand of Darkness 
“help[s] illuminate the problem of how myth and language are to be reinvented from within our 
present cultural order by any writer attempting to represent Utopia.”99 Adams believes that 
creating some form of “Utopia” requires reimagining the “present cultural order,” and 
masculinity rooted in a patriarchal culture founded upon macho concepts is the “cultural order” 
addressed in this thesis. Adams similarly addresses masculinity and femininity in her analysis of 
myth and language, but my analysis specifies traditional machismo as the culture that Le Guin 
examines and refashions in her novel. The Forever War accomplishes corresponding goals using 
the same patriarchal, macho context. Peter C. Hall states that “the importance of the novel lies in 
Haldeman’s use of the Bildungsroman form to depict a soldier’s changing relationship with the 
society for which he fights.”100 While Hall focuses on Haldeman’s novel as a bildungsroman in 
which Mandella grows from a young soldier to a mature officer, his argument on the “changing 
relationship with the society” reflects my argument in which the traditional macho in Mandella 
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grapples with Earth’s evolving culture and society. Focusing on machismo as the central 
structure framing Mandella’s characterization and his shifting social context adds a layer that 
Hall does not address. Through Mandella’s character, Haldeman’s novel places familiar 
patriarchal, masculine tenets found in traditional machismo in a society that provokes its 
inevitable failure, persuading readers to rethink masculinity with regards to their own similar 
patriarchal societies and cultures. Butler’s Parable of the Sower directly addresses traditional 
machismo’s failure to provide for women and children despite its pervasiveness in patriarchal 
culture. Clara Escoda Agustí, comments on oppression and dominant ideologies causing 
exploitation, and she discusses gender expectations as a cultural construct that contributes to the 
exploitation that appears in the novel. Agustí also discusses Lauren’s hypermasculine brother, 
Keith, and argues that “Keith is imbued by the culture’s binary oppositions, and his male identity 
is shown to depend upon the exclusion of the ‘female’ in him.”101 Agustí accurately points to 
Keith’s patriarchal context, a context that Butler and contemporary readers are familiar with, that 
produces “binary oppositions,” but she does not specify the structures that directly correlate to 
Keith’s masculinity. I argue that Keith’s hypermasculine qualities stem from traditional macho 
values that manifest in his patriarchal society. Butler’s novel acknowledges the presence of 
traditional machismo in America’s established, patriarchal culture, and Parable of the Sower 
reveals its failure to protect vulnerable people and provide sufficient resources to the supposedly 
weaker women and children. These three science fiction novels present readers with familiar 
cultural structures reminiscent of the patriarchal societies that both the novels’ authors and 
readers recognize. Traditional machismo provides a foundation for the society’s standards of 
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masculinity, including that of man as breadwinner. The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever 
War, and Parable of the Sower then exposes the flaws in such a social system once readers 
recognize those macho values, and these novels then produce different social possibilities for 
their readers that may result from traditional machismo’s failure. 
 The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower acknowledge the 
macho value of man as breadwinner, but each novel presents the problems that come with the 
sexist, reckless portions of machismo. Requiring men to provide for the “weaker” women and 
children limits group survival once men become unable to care for their families. These novels 
provide alternative breadwinners and show how traditional, macho men fail as breadwinners. 
The patriarchal context both the authors and their readers are familiar with provide a foundation 
for the masculine displays in each novel, and exhibiting machismo’s failures from that context 
creates space for discussion on the social and cultural structures that perpetuate traditional macho 
values. Using various scientific frameworks derived from biology, sociology, and ethnography in 
anthropology, these novels force readers to reevaluate familiar gender dynamics associated with 
machismo. Readers consider machismo’s flaws in these respective texts and also consider 
machismo’s flaws in their own social contexts. By reimagining masculinity, The Left Hand of 
Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower call readers to find the positive aspects of 
machismo, such as providing for others in this case, and incorporate honorable qualities in a new, 
inclusive form of masculinity.  
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Chapter 4: The Macho as Sexually Dominant 
 Traditional machismo dictates that men act as the valiant protectors of the home, and 
their protector status indicates men are superior to women and children. A demonstration of 
macho superiority includes a man’s sexual dominance over females. William Arcé, shows that 
machismo “can, and frequently does, define detrimental deviant male behavior: an overbearing 
man, a brute, a lout, a proud and violent hombre (man), the type of man who wears tight trousers 
and struts publicly to boast his bulge.”102 Arcé’s point that the macho “wears tight trousers and 
struts publicly to boast his bulge” points to the macho’s inherent need to be sexually dominant. 
In the following pages, I will describe how The Left Hand of Darkness,103 The Forever War,104 
and Parable of the Sower105 showcase macho characters and macho social structures that express 
a tendency toward sexual control, but I will also highlight how the authors use scientific 
elements from biology and sociology to undermine machismo and challenge readers to consider 
the social impact of removing the macho’s sexual dominance.  
Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness (1969) begins this section’s exploration 
of macho sexual dominance. In this novel, a coalition of planets known as the Ekumen wishes to 
exchange knowledge and technology, and investigators venture to new planets in order to study 
and understand new cultures and also offer membership to the Ekumen. A pun on the term 
ecumenical, referring to unified Christian churches, the Ekumen and its members seek to unify 
planets similar to Christian missionaries who wish to spread their religion to other, non-Christian 
cultures. Ekumenical investigators study a planet of androgynous humans called Gethen, and 
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these studies detail Gethenian life and culture, including their lack of a fixed physical sex for 
most of their calendrical month save for a few days when they gain sexual organs for 
reproduction in a process called kemmer. The studies that the Ekumenical investigators provide 
help guide one Ekumenical ambassador, Genly Ai, as he travels to Gethen to offer membership 
into the Ekumen. In one of Gethen’s main countries, Karhide, Ai seeks an audience with 
Karhide’s king using the help of the country’s prime minister, Estraven. Fear of treachery and 
the unknown lead to Estraven’s exile and Ai’s failure to gain Karhide’s trust. Estraven and Ai 
meet once more in Gethen’s other major country, Orgoreyn, an oligarchic nation. Estraven warns 
Ai not to trust the Orgota council of leaders, but Ai mistrusts Estraven and does not heed his 
warnings. Orgota leaders secretly imprison Ai, and Estraven rescues him and dies bringing Ai 
back to Karhide. At the end of the novel, Ai successfully convinces Karhide to join the Ekumen, 
and he finally comes to terms with Gethenian’s androgyny and their society and culture.   
 Gethenian androgyny and sexuality in Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness center upon 
macho values relating to men as sexually dominant. Prior to Ai’s arrival on Gethen, Ekumenical 
investigators have resided in Gethen and anthropologically studied their life and culture. Chapter 
Seven of the novel, “The Question of Sex,” contains one such Ekumenical investigator’s 
speculations on the origins of Gethenian gender and sexual culture, and the chapter explains 
Gethenian androgyny and sexuality. According to the Ekumenical investigator reporting on 
Gethenian sexual culture, Gethenian androgyny may have stemmed from acknowledging the 
negative effects of macho sexual control and patriarchal culture, which then led to attempting to 
remove those negative effects from human culture: “The elimination of war...did they consider 
war to be a purely masculine displacement-activity, a vast Rape, and therefore in their 
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experiment eliminate the masculinity that rapes and the femininity that is raped? God knows.”106 
The investigator’s argument on war hearkens to a macho’s need for sexual dominance. By 
describing war as “a purely masculine displacement-activity,” the investigator confirms the male 
association with dominance in the same manner that machismo dictates the male must be 
dominant. Gethenian androgyny recognizes macho sexual dominance’s potential threat to peace 
and equality, so their sexual physiology attempts to remove that threat. Both Le Guin and her 
audience have experienced a culture in which a gender binary resulting from the sexual 
differentiation of male and female affects social structures and behaviors, such as macho notions 
of man as sexually dominant. Le Guin’s removal of the gender binary in this novel considers the 
possibilities of a society constructed outside of the gender binary.  
 Although Gethenian sexuality attempts to reduce the threat of macho dominance, 
Gethenian sexual culture presents the macho ideal associated with male virility in multiple 
female partners. Machos value achieving sexual superiority, and such superiority manifests in 
multiple conquests; in his bibliography, Juan David Coronado cites how “[i]n various Latin 
American countries machismo often has been connected with virility, and males have 
demonstrated their dominance by fathering an excess number of children as a means of 
showcasing their machismo.”107 Gethenians express similar macho “dominance” and “virility” 
through their kemmerhouses (designated buildings in which Gethenians may have intercourse 
with any number of partners during their monthly kemmer) and the rarity of committed 
relationships, and the Ekumenical investigator in “The Question of Sex” comments on Gethenian 
sexuality: 
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Kemmer is not always played in pairs. Pairing seems to be the commonest custom, but in 
the kemmerhouses of towns and cities groups may form and intercourse take place 
promiscuously among the males and females of the group.108  
 
 The investigator comments that couples are the most common, but Gethenian sexual culture 
expands beyond simple pairs. Gethenians partake in group sex in kemmerhouses; a Gethenian 
taking on the male gender during kemmer may have sex with as many females in the 
kemmerhouse. This practice hearkens to contemporary machos going to brothels to have sex 
with multiple women. Though no payment occurs in the kemmerhouses, the underlying macho 
principle remains the same. Gethenians have no sense of sexual shame as the macho takes pride 
in his virility. Ai comments that, in Gethenian sexual culture, “indulgence is entirely 
acceptable,”109 which reflects the macho indulging in multiple sexual conquests without fear of 
reprimand. Gethenian sexuality displays macho characteristics with its unabashed presentation of 
sexual prowess.  
 The Left Hand of Darkness continues presenting machismo’s penchant for sexual 
dominance through how one member of Orgoreyn’s oligarchical council, Gaum, attempts to 
seduce Estraven for political control. Gaum wishes to manipulate Estraven into remaining 
politically loyal to Gaum against the other council leaders, so Gaum uses sexual manipulation to 
gain Estraven’s loyalty. In Orgoreyn’s oligarchic government, control over influential society 
members affects the level of control one has over the nation itself, so Gaum wishes to exert 
influence over Estraven. Estraven believes that “Gaum thinks [he] must be purchasable, and so 
prepared to buy [Estraven] out on his own curious fashion.”110 Gaum’s means of “purchasing” 
Estraven involves sexually enticing Estraven into submission: “He has watched me or had me 
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watched close enough that he knew when I would be due to enter kemmer on Posthe or 
Tormenbod; so he turned up last night in full kemmer, hormone-induced no doubt, ready to 
seduce me.”111 Gaum purposefully places himself in kemmer in order to exercise control over 
Estraven. Like the macho, Gaum utilizes sexuality to dominate over Estraven. Le Guin’s novel 
displays machismo’s oppressive qualities in showcasing exercises of sexual dominance.  
 While Le Guin’s novel references traditional notions of macho virility, The Left Hand of 
Darkness presents an alternate view of gender and sexuality through Gethenian biological 
makeup and sociological structures. The Gethenian natural, physical state is an androgynous one, 
and Gethenians only take on a definitive sex when in the reproductive kemmer cycle. In kemmer, 
“[n]ormal individuals have no predisposition to either sexual role in kemmer; they do not know 
whether they will be the male or the female, and have no choice in the matter.”112 Gethenian 
sexuality is purely biological and based on random hormone activity, so traditional machismo’s 
male requirement for sexual prowess collapses. Gethenian biology pushes readers to consider the 
macho virility’s social implications. 
 Gethenian androgyny promotes a culture in which the male/female gender divide is more 
fluid and permeable than what readers may be familiar with in their own contemporary cultures, 
so the novel utilizes cultural, sociological frames to diminish the macho notion of sexual 
dominance. The Ekumenical investigator reporting on Gethenian sexuality states that “[w]hen 
you meet a Gethenian you cannot and must not do what a bisexual naturally does, which is to 
cast him in the role of Man or Woman, while adopting towards him a corresponding role 
dependent on your expectations of the patterned or possible interactions between persons of the 
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same or opposite sex.”113 The investigator acknowledges specific gender roles as a strong 
cultural structure present in a gendered society. The “corresponding role dependent on your 
expectations” reflect the cultural expectations society pushes on men and women to behave a 
certain way, so the novel recalls gender dynamics present in culture and society. The Ekumenical 
investigator analyzes how the Gethenians do not abide by gendered expectations, and this 
analysis reflects a cultural sociologist studying the structures that create Gethenian society. The 
unique Gethenian culture, free from gender expectations, has “no division of humanity into 
strong and weak halves, protective/protected, dominant/submissive, owner/chattel, 
active/passive. In fact, the whole tendency to dualism that pervades human thinking may be 
found to be lessened, or changed, on Winter.”114 Traditional machismo relies on a separation 
between the genders in which the macho is the “strong” while the woman is “weak.” The 
Gethenian lack of a “division of humanity into strong and weak halves” recalls the gender 
dynamics, such as machismo, that a reader understands in their own contemporary culture and 
society, so the novel presses its audience to take one a similar role to the Ekumenical investigator 
and consider gender dynamics like machismo present in culture and society. Without 
preconceived gender separation into dominant and submissive, Gethen has “no unconsenting sex, 
no rape,”115 so this investigator’s analysis of Gethenian society further pushes readers to 
contemplate the negative effects of a gendered culture that perpetuates macho notions of sexual 
dominance. The cultural sociology present in this Ekumenical investigator’s analysis calls the 
audience to consider how oppressive gender roles (like those present in machismo) present in 
society can change when reading about its disappearance in Gethenian culture.  
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 The Left Hand of Darkness proposes a different society and culture in contrast to one like 
the author’s and her readers that is based on a gender binary, but Joe Haldeman’s 1974 novel, 
The Forever War contains a military culture and a male protagonist that abides by traditional 
macho notions of male sexual dominance. William Mandella is conscripted into an army called 
the United Exploratory Force (UNEF) in the war against the alien Tauran race, and he serves 
alongside men and women chosen by UNEF for their various skillsets. The physics associated 
with general relativity and space travel lead to time dilation in which Mandella and his fellow 
soldiers age at a seemingly normal rate while centuries pass on Earth. In that time, Earth’s 
culture changes significantly, and Mandella encounters homosexuality as the dominant 
orientation on Earth and bisexual clones becoming the majority on Earth and her planetary 
colonies by the war’s end. As a twentieth century man who matured in a heteronormative, 
patriarchal context, Mandella endures severe culture shock as Earth’s society and culture 
evolves.   
 Macho notions of man as sexually dominant arise in Haldeman’s The Forever War 
through the military’s sexual culture and Mandella’s actions. In this novel, the UNEF practices 
“sacking” in which soldiers choose partners to have sexual relations every night. Sacking appears 
to be a progressive, free choice for soldiers, but when Mandella and his unit arrive at Stargate 1 
base before shipping out for combat, we learn that sacking is a regulated requirement that reflects 
machismo’s male sexual dominance:  
The orgy that night was amusing, but it was like trying to sleep in the middle of a raucous 
beach party. The only area big enough to sleep all of us was the dining hall; they draped a 
few bedsheets here and there for privacy, then unleashed Stargate’s eighteen sex-starved 
men on our women, compliant and promiscuous by military custom (and law), but 
desiring nothing so much as sleep on solid ground.116 
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The “eighteen sex-starved men” being “unleashed” on the women suggests an animalistic sexual 
drive reminiscent of the bestial macho who feels sexually entitled to the submissive woman. 
Machismo relies on the divide between the active male and the passive female, and this scene 
exemplifies this macho gender divide by describing the women as “compliant and promiscuous.” 
Like the dynamic between the macho and his woman, the women in Mandella’s group are made 
passive because they cannot refuse the “military custom (and law).” Sacking as a “law” solidifies 
the women’s lack of agency and maintains the macho value of women as submissive. The macho 
sexual dominance further manifests in this scene when Mandella states how “[t]he crew there 
was very glad to see [them], especially the two females, who looked a little worn around the 
edges.”117 The strong disparity in the male-to-female ratio prior to Mandella’s unit’s arrival 
explains the females being “a little worn around the edges.” This language affirms macho sexual 
dominion as these women are used like objects. The military structure in Haldeman’s text 
preserves traditional macho notions of male sexual dominance in presenting sacking as a 
required opportunity for men to exert bestial, sexual prowess over submissive, compliant 
women.  
 UNEF’s sacking culture also reflects machismo by displaying virility through multiple 
female partners. Mandella comments that “[t]he eighteen men acted as if they were compelled to 
try as many permutations as possible, and their performance was impressive (in a strictly 
quantitative sense, that is). Those of us who were keeping count led a cheering section for some 
of the more gifted members.”118 Mandella emphasizes the macho virility that honors men with 
multiple sexual conquests either through multiple partners or having sex multiple times. Just as 
the macho feels like he must be virile to be considered a proper man, these “eighteen men” on 
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Stargate 1 feel “compelled” to have as much sex as possible, and machismo pressures such 
compulsion through encouragement from fellow men. Mandella and the fellow men “who were 
keeping count” reflect the pressure macho men endure to fulfill the virility requirement that 
arrives with defining oneself as a macho. Mandella’s military culture encourages macho sexual 
virility in the sheer quantity of sexual “permutations” in this novel. 
 Sacking as a requirement in UNEF and the resulting macho sexual behaviors indicate 
sacking as an institutional rape softened by supposed mutual agreement to partake in an 
established military custom. Both men and women express nonchalant understanding that they 
will be sacking with someone at night, which then suggests some level of consent, but sacking’s 
presentation as that of “law” removes the possibility of consent and establishes systematic rules 
permitting sexual assault. Haldeman’s novel portrays sacking as a requirement, so a woman can 
neither actively consent nor refuse. Women become sexually subservient, reflecting traditional 
macho notions of male as sexually active and female as sexually passive. Cynthia A. Wright 
argues that “the belief that women in the armed forces are automatically either sexually 
promiscuous or lesbians is still fairly persistent, even after forty years,”119 so UNEF’s 
institutionalized sexual culture reflects real military beliefs that Haldeman may have encountered 
during his time in Vietnam. Wright corroborates Haldeman’s novel having real-world 
implications as she analyzes the eighteen men on Stargate 1: “[t]his expectation of promiscuity is 
again reminiscent of the actual attitudes exhibited by servicemen toward women in the 
military.”120 Reflecting realistic military values and customs, The Forever War’s sacking denotes 
institutionalized rape reflective of macho sexual dominance. No instances of refusals and the two 
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women of Stargate 1 being “worn” solidifies the lack of female agency determining whether they 
wish to partake in nightly sexual intercourse with any number of partners. Mandella’s focus on 
describing the quantity of men having sex regardless of whether the women wanted to continue 
having sex confirms sacking as an institutional rape in which men boast their macho sexual 
prowess while women passively receive their advances.  
 Mandella’s character further indicates traditional macho values relating to male sexual 
dominance and virility in a sexual encounter between himself and Dr. Diana Alsever. The now 
Major Mandella has served a number of years, and in the centuries that have passed on Earth 
(due to time dilation and space travel), and Earth’s culture is now homonormative. UNEF is 
majority homosexuals, leaving heterosexual Mandella as a sexual oddity. Dr. Alsever is a 
homosexual medical officer with the now Major Mandella, and one night, she becomes 
intoxicated from alcohol brewed by the ship’s cook.121 While under the influence, Alsever 
expresses curiosity in having intercourse with Mandella as a member of the opposite sex and 
promptly falls into a deep sleep afterwards.122 Mandella’s account suggests a macho sexually 
dominating a passive female regardless of consent: 
One kind of gentleman would have helped her get undressed and then made a quiet exit. 
Another kind of gentleman might have bolted for the door. Being neither kind, I closed in 
for the kill. Perhaps fortunately, she passed out before we had made any headway. I 
admired the sight and touch of her for a long time before, feeling like a cad, I managed to 
gather everything up and dress her.123 
 
Mandella outlines what a “gentleman” would do in a similar situation, and he states that a true 
gentleman would not have had sex with a drunk woman such as Alsever. Mandella admits he is 
not a gentleman, and so he “closed in for kill,” which implies that he may have engaged in sexual 
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intercourse with Alsever. Using the phrase “closed for the kill” promotes macho sexual 
dominance over the submissive woman. Alsever’s becoming unconscious confirms that she is 
inebriated to the point that her ability to consent is called into question. Her state places her in 
the inactive position perfect for Mandella’s macho control. Her alcohol-induced sleep arriving 
before Alsever and Mandella “made any headway” suggests that Mandella could have stopped 
before he penetrated Alsever, but the wording is too vague to confirm that no penetration occurs. 
Even if Mandella chose not to penetrate Alsever, he admits to “admir[ing] the sight and touch of 
her for a long time before,” indicating some form of domineering, sexual encounter without 
Alsever’s consent. Alsever does voice a wish to have intercourse with Mandella out of curiosity, 
but her drunken state diminishes the value of her supposed consent. Mandella’s actions in this 
encounter with Dr. Alsever promote the hypermasculine virility and sexual power associated 
with machismo. 
 Though the military sacking culture and Mandella’s actions in this novel depict 
traditional macho sexual dominance, The Forever War also criticizes macho virility and control. 
This novel utilizes sociological frameworks to undermine the structural implementation of 
machismo in UNEF’s culture. The Forever War contains instances of females in positions of 
power and asserting some form of sexual control. This novel exposes the sociological structures 
that create the oppressive machismo and seeks to diminish them through a negative portrayal of 
the UNEF military culture.  
 In showing females in a role of dominance, The Forever War devalues the traditional 
machismo expressed in UNEF society. A female soldier serving alongside Mandella, Marygay 
Potter leads Mandella and other troops in a combat training exercise.124 Her position of authority 
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opposes traditional machismo’s gender division between the active male and passive female; 
Potter as a woman dominates the field and dominates Mandella as his leader. This dynamic is 
initially not a sexual one; however, Potter exerts some form of sexual control that goes against 
macho sexual dominance after the training exercise: “I got ready for a mild tongue-lashing, but 
when the suit popped open, before I could even get my eyes adjusted to the light, she grabbed me 
around the neck and planted a wet kiss on my mouth.”125 Mandella expecting a “mild tongue-
lashing” from Potter, his superior in this instance, places her in the dominant position as she 
gives him a literal tongue-lashing. Establishing her superiority, Potter contradicts the macho 
notion that the female must be subservient to the male. Potter also diminishes macho notions of 
male sexual control in taking a “wet kiss” from Mandella. She does not ask for his consent, nor 
does the situation suggest that the two expect or want to kiss. Potter initiates this encounter 
regardless of Mandella’s wishes, so she takes on the macho role of sexual dominance. Potter 
becoming the macho in this encounter with Mandella then undercuts traditional macho values 
relating to male sexual control. Acknowledging this military’s social gender structures that 
encourage male sexual dominance, this novel exposes the oppressive qualities in macho sexual 
values and denounces them in favor of providing an inclusive alternative of female masculinity.  
 The Forever War further undercuts machismo’s male sexual power in Mandella’s 
negative comments towards UNEF, and his comments allow the novel to expose the military’s 
sociological structures that promote traditional machismo. One of Mandella’s superior officers, 
Captain Stott comments on the worth of the soldiers: “I’m glad you're taking good care of 
yourselves, because each of you represents an investment of over a million dollars and one-
fourth of a human life.”126 Diminishing human life to a monetary “investment” showcases 
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UNEF’s oppressive culture, and devaluing humanity in such a way promotes similar oppression 
shown in machismo. UNEF’s disregard for human worth then molds into its social structure 
which encourages macho sexual dominance: “Back in the billeting area, it’ll be another story. 
We don’t much care what you do inside. Grab ass all day and fuck all night, makes no 
difference...But once you suit up and go outside, you’ve gotta have discipline that would shame a 
Centurian.”127 UNEF tolerates sexual harassment in allowing soldiers to “[g]rab ass all day,” 
indicating their disregard for dignity. This established military culture produces the structural 
sacking system that assumes traditional machismo and promotes sexual assault. The novel 
recognizes the sociological implications of UNEF’s culture and the negative effects of 
harassment and assault that comes with UNEF’s military society. Exposing the oppressive 
macho qualities in UNEF undermines machismo and criticizes the military (or any other) 
institutions that promote macho ideals. Readers reevaluate machismo’s presence in the social and 
cultural structures of their own contemporary societies and consider alternatives to those 
oppressive structures. Haldeman’s focus on the military urges readers to contemplate their own 
society’s military just as Wright describes in her article. The novel’s sociological presentation 
then leads its audience to contemplate how one can reimagine masculinity outside of machismo’s 
oppressive qualities relating to sexual dominance. 
 Just as The Forever War examines the institutional and cultural contexts that produce 
macho behaviors relating to male sexual oppression, Octavia E. Butler’s Parable of the Sower 
(1993) and its pre-apocalyptic setting produces machos who value male sexual dominance. 
Climate change and extreme capitalism has limited resources and led to increased poverty, drug 
abuse, and extreme violence in mid-2020s America, and the violence includes non-sexual and 
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sexual violence such as murder and rape. In response to the violence, walled-in communities like 
that of Robledo, California appear, and the novel’s protagonist, Lauren Olamina lives in 
Robledo. Lauren and her family live in this neighborhood among a diverse group men and 
women and their families. The surrounding turmoil propels Lauren to create a new religion 
called Earthseed in which “God is Change,”128 and the destiny of Earthseed followers is “to take 
root among the stars”129 and travel to other planets. Drug-addicted arsonists destroy Robledo, 
and Lauren escapes with two survivors. The group travels north and gains more followers until 
they establish an Earthseed community called Acorn at the novel’s end. The chaotic setting in the 
novel generates a hypermasculine response from the male characters that reflects traditional 
machismo. Male sexual control manifests in this novel as one of the hypermasculine responses to 
society’s tumultuous situation in Parable of the Sower.  
 Parable of the Sower’s disorderly setting provides the conditions for sexual violence in 
which men rape women, and the consistent male-on-female sexual assault reflects the most 
extreme form of macho sexual dominance. Rape is a near constant presence in Butler’s novel and 
threatens women as young as Tracy Dunn, a member of the Robledo community, and Lauren 
writes that Tracy “was 12 when her 27-year-old uncle who had been raping her for years 
managed to make her pregnant.”130 Women as young as Tracy experience sexual threat from 
domineering male figures such as Tracy’s older uncle. Though this dominant/submissive sexual 
dynamic exists within the relative safety of the Robledo community, the macho as sexual 
oppressor continues as a result of the setting’s extreme violence. Following the community’s 
destruction, Lauren finds another Robledo community member, “[l]ittle Robin Baiter, naked, 
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filthy, bloody between her legs, cold, bony, barely pubescent.”131 A very young Robin dies after 
being brutally raped to the point of being “bloody between her legs.” Robin’s condition 
emphasizes female vulnerability in the novel’s chaotic setting in which sexual assault threatens 
women. Lauren recognizes the extreme macho sexual dominance inherently present in her 
volatile surroundings: “A girl alone only faced one kind of future outside. I intend to go out 
posing as a man when I go.”132 Lauren asserts that rape expected for females in the novel’s 
tumultuous setting. Because of this macho sexual threat, Lauren insists that she must “go out 
posing as a man.” Dressed as a man, Lauren does not risk sexual abuse by a male oppressor since 
the macho dynamic requires the dominant male and submissive female. The chaotic conditions in 
Parable of the Sower fuels the macho sexual control exercised by men evident in the near-
constant threat of sexual violence by men against women. 
 Macho sexual oppression manifests culturally in relationships and family dynamics, and 
Richard Moss’ family represents machismo’s domineering qualities. Richard Moss, a member of 
the Robledo community, “claims that God wants men to be patriarchs, rulers and protectors of 
women, and fathers of as many children as possible.”133 According to Richard Moss, men must 
become “rulers” over women, which reflects macho mentalities of male dominance (sexual or 
otherwise). Richard Moss also exemplifies macho virility in believing that men should sire many 
children. Male sexual control dictates that a man must dominate over women whether one 
woman or multiple women. Richard Moss’ philosophy extends to cultural observations Lauren 
makes in the novel as well: “Some middle class men prove they’re men by having a lot of wives 
in temporary or permanent relationships. Some upper class men prove they’re men by having 
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one wife and a lot of beautiful, disposable young servant girls.”134 Lauren points to male sexual 
control here as the number of females is of no importance to these men so long as they achieve 
some form of sexual dominance. Having wives or “servant girls” implies the male sexual control 
over compliant females required by traditional machismo, and some of the novel’s social 
relationships (such as that of Richard Moss) showcase such macho ideals. 
   How the men in the novel command marriage further illustrates the macho culture 
present in Parable of the Sower. Lauren’s boyfriend, Curtis Talcott, demands marriage from 
Lauren rather than requesting her hand. Curtis tells her, “I want you to marry me, and I want us 
to get out of here,”135 and he continually insists on their marriage as a form of command: 
“‘Marry me now,’ he said. ‘We’ll stay here and help your family get on its feet.”136 His language 
demands Lauren’s compliance rather than requesting her to agree with the engagement, and he 
asserts that the two of them will “stay here” as if Lauren has no say in the matter. Later in the 
novel, Lauren’s gains a new lover in her group named Bankole while traveling north, and he 
makes similar macho commands. He tells Lauren of his farmland to the north, insists that she go 
with him, and after she says “I’d like to, but no,”137 Bankole insists that she has no choice: “Yes. 
You’ll come.”138 Like Curtis, Bankole utilizes absolute language to exercise dominance over 
Lauren. At her refusal, Bankole grows angry, stiffening his muscles and using a harsh voice with 
Lauren. Bankole exerts his macho dominance in refusing Lauren’s negative response. Lauren 
exercises independence when she refuses to passively accept Bankole’s marriage command, 
which is contrary to traditional macho beliefs that women must be subservient to men. Bankole’s 
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reaction then exemplifies macho behavior as he angrily refuses to accept Lauren’s independence. 
Curtis and Bankole command Lauren to marry them and stay with them in order to control and 
possess Lauren and her sexuality. Men commanding relationships and marriage connotes 
traditional macho values of male sexual dominance in Butler’s novel. 
 Machismo’s masculine sexual control manifests in the male characters attempting to gain 
control in Parable of the Sower’s chaotic, violent setting, but the novel utilizes sociological 
structures and anthropological strategies to criticize traditional machismo’s oppressive sexual 
values. In its pre-apocalyptic background, Butler’s work presents the sociological structures in 
human culture that preserve machismo. Lauren’s journal entries contain an ethnographic, 
anthropological record of male and female behavior, which then documents traditional 
machismo’s presence in her society. In documenting negative macho qualities, Parable of the 
Sower undermines traditional machismo and calls readers to examine machismo’s presence in 
their own contemporary societies. As an alternative to traditional machismo’s oppressive 
characteristics, Parable of the Sower offers a positive, more inclusive form of masculinity.  
 Butler’s novel provides a positive alternative to traditional machismo in showing how the 
men who commit sexual assault gain some form of punishment. In Robledo, after Tracy Dunn’s 
uncle and rapist was discovered, the men of the community pressure him to leave the 
neighborhood and its protection: “Uncle Derek was Tracy's mother's youngest brother, her 
favorite brother, but when people realized what he had been doing, the neighborhood men got 
together and suggested he go live somewhere else.”139 Despite sexual violence’s presence 
outside, the Robledo community provides a walled-in place of safety that seeks to remove 
extreme forms of machismo. Rather than allowing Tracy Dunn’s brutalization to continue, the 
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men gather and remove the macho threat from the community. Acknowledging the sexual 
oppression and brutalization that traditional machismo pushes on young women like Tracy 
Dunn, this novel shows how macho sexual dominance has no positive place in society. Derek’s 
exile from the community represents a symbolic expulsion of sexual assault and macho sexual 
dominance from a peaceful community that wishes to live in a positive environment rather than 
the constant violence found outside. By removing Tracy Dunn’s rapist uncle, Butler’s novel 
favors removing sexual oppression from society and culture, and the work advocates changing 
sociological structures that promote macho sexual oppression. 
 Parable of the Sower condemns traditional macho notions of male sexual dominance in 
showing Lauren as a sexually independent female, and displaying Lauren’s sexual freedom 
pushes readers to reimagine sociological structures that favor an inclusive, positive masculinity. 
Traditional machismo relies on men sexually overpowering females or taking on the dominant 
sexual role in a relationship. Lauren reverses traditional machismo’s sexual dynamic in taking on 
the dominant role in her relationship with Curtis: “After the truck pulled away, I found Curtis 
and took him back to the old darkroom to make love. We hadn’t done it for a long time, and I 
needed it.”140 Lauren establishes a sexually superior role as she actively pursues Curtis. Rather 
than Curtis determining his and Lauren’s sexual encounters, Lauren decides when, where, and 
with whom she has sex. She states that she “needed it,” indicating her complete sexual agency. 
Lauren is not ashamed to claim her desires and take ownership of her sexuality. Traditional 
machismo diminishes female sexuality and places females in the sexually passive role. Lauren 
turns the notion around by taking on the sexually active and dominant role in her relationship 
with Curtis. Butler’s novel recognizes the negative impact of male sexual dominance on 
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psychology and society, and Parable of the Sower promotes an inclusive form of masculinity in 
which females play an active role in their own sexuality.  
 The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower contain contexts 
in which macho notions of male sexual dominance manifest, and each novel exposes macho 
sexuality’s negative, oppressive effects while proposing alternative forms of masculinities. Le 
Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness acknowledges the presence of macho sexual control in 
Gethenian society as a reflection of both the author’s and the reader’s patriarchal context. Mona 
Fayad agrees, stating that “while the novel’s stated purpose is to eliminate the ‘struggle for 
dominance’ through assimilation, and hence, by extension, through ‘denying difference,’ The 
Left Hand of Darkness in fact manifests the struggle very clearly.”141 Fayad accurately asserts 
that Le Guin’s novel attempts to remove the “struggle for dominance” associated with the gender 
binary of male dominance and female submissive, but the novel depicts the “struggle very 
clearly.” Despite the novel’s inability to remove gender dynamics like that of macho sexual 
dominance, The Left Hand of Darkness’s biological makeup and culture recognizes the conflict 
and oppression that arises from a culture which centers upon sexual difference. Le Guin’s text 
thus pushes readers to consider alternative possibilities to the macho sexual hierarchy as a 
cultural construct that can be changed. Fayad focuses her text on anthropology and Ai’s inability 
to remain neutral and see the Gethenians as androgynous outside of their patriarchal context, but 
her commentary on context influencing one’s interpretation of others and context influencing 
gender applies to my claim that the novel’s society persuades readers to consider machismo’s 
presence within their contemporary context. Cynthia Wright corroborates the importance of 
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context in describing established, real-world military beliefs regarding female soldiers as sexual 
objects for men: “This expectation of promiscuity is again reminiscent of the actual attitudes 
exhibited by servicemen toward women in the military.”142 The macho military institution and 
culture familiar to Haldeman and readers provides the context that generates the UNEF macho 
sacking culture and Mandella’s macho sexual behavior. Wright argues that The Forever War 
does not utilize its creative position as science fiction to remove its military sexism or offer new 
possibilities outside of such sexism, but no textual evidence corroborates that Haldeman’s novel 
solely presents a macho, sexist, oppressive narrative. Rather, as I argue in this chapter, the 
negative portrayal of the military system in the novel and the moments of female sexual agency 
indicates that Haldeman’s novel depicts the macho military system as an oppressive, sexist entity 
and allows readers the space to ponder real-world consequences of such a system and reimagine 
masculinity outside of machismo’s notions of male sexual dominance. Butler’s novel directly 
offers symbolic solutions and alternatives in conjunction with displaying the negative effects of 
macho sexual control. In response to the macho sexual violence and macho notions of male 
sexual dominance, the Parable of the Sower shows a rapist’s exile from Robledo as a symbolic 
solution to macho violence: eliminating its perpetrators to bring peace. Lauren’s sexual 
independence exhibits an alternative to macho sexual dominance. According to traditional 
machismo, Lauren, as a female, should not be sexually independent, so her freedom presents 
readers with a positive, more inclusive form of masculinity. Clara Escoda Agustí asserts that 
Lauren “redefine[s] the concepts of femaleness and masculinity in her community, in order to 
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undermine sexual exploitation based on gender and race discrimination.”143 Agustí confirms the 
violent setting as one that promotes “sexual exploitation,” and gender dynamics, such as those 
outlined in macho notions of male sexual dominance, contribute to the exploitation. Lauren 
undermines the macho context that promotes macho sexual oppression, so she gives readers an 
alternative view to their contemporary, patriarchal context. Le Guin, Haldeman, and Butler’s 
novels thus expose traditional machismo’s sexual oppression while offering alternative responses 
to the sociological structures that create such oppression. Readers then recognize those 
sociological structures in their respective societies and cultures and ponder alternatives that 
remove macho sexual dominance.  
 Le Guin, Haldeman, and Butler’s respective novels expose machismo’s oppressive traits 
and utilize various sciences to promote a more positive form of masculinity. Traditional 
machismo designates men as the sexually superior individual while women passively succumb to 
male urges. These novels present the consequences of this hierarchical sexual dynamic through 
displaying instances of sexual harassment, assault, and severe inequality. Using scientific 
structures found associated with biology and sociology these texts undermine macho notions of 
male sexual oppression in favor of a more inclusive and positive form of masculinity in which 
females can take on sexually dominant roles. These novels challenge readers to consider 
machismo’s presence in their respective societies’ and cultures’ perceptions of gender roles and 
sex. Readers then reimagine masculinity outside of traditional machismo’s constraints. The Left 
Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower envision society and culture with 
sexual equality between men and women and without the macho as sexually dominant. 
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Chapter 5: The Macho as Homophobic Heterosexual 
 Traditional machismo considers heterosexuality as the norm; homosexuality is effeminate 
and thus no true macho can be homosexual. The Left Hand of Darkness,144 The Forever War,145 
and Parable of the Sower146 all present homosexuality in some form (including ignoring the 
orientation completely) with respect to macho notions of heterosexuality as the privileged 
standard. Le Guin, Haldeman, and Butler’s novels display macho heterosexuality’s 
discriminatory implications, which then encourage their respective audiences to consider 
heterosexuality’s normalization within their own cultural contexts. As science fiction novels, 
these texts convey familiar cultural practices and beliefs (i.e. macho views on heterosexuality 
versus homosexuality) while also reimagining such established cultural views into new forms for 
readers to contemplate. In this chapter, I will argue that The Left Hand of Darkness, The Forever 
War, and Parable of the Sower all present macho views on homosexuality, and they use 
scientific structures found in biology, physics, and sociology to undercut machismo’s 
discrimination against homosexuality in order to persuade readers to reimagine their own cultural 
views and ponder equality between orientations. 
 Ursula K. Le Guin’s 1969 novel, The Left Hand of Darkness, occurs on a planet of 
androgynous humans who for a few days in their calendrical month adopt a physical sex in order 
to reproduce (a process called kemmer) in mostly heterosexual relationships. A member of the 
Ekumen, a coalition of planets dedicated to the peaceful exchange of information and 
technology, Genly Ai visits this planet of androgynous humans, Gethen, to offer them 
membership into the Ekumen. Stemming from the term ecumenical, referring to unified Christian 
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churches, the Ekumen seeks to unify planets and its investigators, like missionaries seeking to 
spread Christianity, Ekumenical investigators venture to and study new planets for potential 
membership to the Ekumen. Fieldnotes and documents from previous Ekumenical investigators’ 
anthropological studies of Gethen help Ai in his mission so that he may better understand the 
planet’s culture and society as he attempts to convince Gethenians to join the Ekumen. Ai begins 
his task in one of Gethen’s main countries, Karhide, and Karhide’s prime minister, Estraven 
helps Ai gain an audience with the nation’s king. However, out of fear and mistrust, Karhide’s 
ruler exiles Estraven as a traitor and refusing Ai’s offer, forcing Ai to leave to country. Ai makes 
his way to Gethen’s other major nation, Orgoreyn, to renew his efforts and request that the 
Orgota oligarchical government leaders join the Ekumen. Ai finds Estraven in Orgoeryn with the 
Orgota leaders, and Estraven warns Ai not to trust them despite their friendliness. Mistrusting 
Estraven since first meeting him, Ai does not heed his warnings, and Ai soon finds himself 
secretly imprisoned in a labor farm by Orgoeryn’s leaders. Estraven rescues Ai, leads him across 
perilous, icy wilderness, and dies bringing Ai back into Karhide. Ai realizes Estraven was truly a 
trustworthy friend, and Ai begins to understand Gethenian culture and life more after 
successfully convincing Karhide’s king to join the Ekumen. 
 In Le Guin’s novel heterosexual relationships dominate the kemmering interactions in 
which two partners in the kemmer process have sexual intercourse in order to reproduce. 
Gethenian androgyny consists of Gethenians having no physical sex for most of their calendrical 
month, and because kemmering is a biological process intended solely for reproduction, 
Gethenians do not have a notion of different sexual orientations (heterosexual, homosexual, 
bisexual, etc.) as we do. The kemmering process determines sexual relations as between male 
and female: “[n]ormal individuals have no predisposition to either sexual role in kemmer; they 
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do not know whether they will be the male or the female, and have no choice in the matter.”147 
Gethenian sexuality is then strictly determined as heterosexual for the purposes of reproduction; 
when one individual becomes male, their hormones intend to trigger their partner’s female 
disposition in order for procreation to occur.148 With reproduction as the main goal, heterosexual 
relationships take on different forms such as incestual relationships: 
Incest is permitted, with various restrictions, between siblings, even the full siblings of a 
vowed-kemmering pair. Siblings are not however allowed to vow kemmering, nor keep 
kemmering after the birth of a child to one of the pair. Incest between generations is 
strictly forbidden (in Karhide/Orgoreyn; but it is said to be permitted among the 
tribesmen of Perunter, the Antarctic Continent. This may be slander.)149  
 
Gethenian society has clearly defined standards for incestual relationships as they still provide 
the necessary male/female relations that Gethenian kemmering requires for reproduction. The 
incest taboo familiar to contemporary readers appears inconsequential to Gethenians since the 
incest is limited according to social standards. Despite the taboo, incestual kemmering 
relationships serve the biological reproductive purpose, which reflects machismo’s standards that 
sexual relationships must only exist between males and females. Machismo demands that the 
men strictly have sex with women, so the Gethenian kemmer cycle solidifies macho heterosexual 
culture. 
 With kemmer defined by heterosexual relationships, Gethenian culture diminishes 
homosexuality’s presence. According to the Ekumenical investigator writing on Gethenian 
sexual culture in “On the Question of Sex,” there are few deviations from the “normal” 
heterosexual relationships, and “[i]f there are exceptions, resulting in kemmer-partners of the 
same sex, they are so rare as to be ignored.”150 Homosexuality is virtually non-existent on 
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Gethen to the point of being “ignored” by Gethenian society. The Gethenian sexual makeup 
asserts macho heterosexuality, and in her 1988 revisit to her 1976 “Is Gender Necessary?” essay, 
Le Guin comments on Gethenian heterosexuality: “I quite unnecessarily locked the Gethenians 
into heterosexuality...In any kemmerhouse homosexual practice would, of course, be possible 
and acceptable and welcomed--but I never thought to explore this opinion; and the omission, 
alas, implies that sexuality is heterosexuality.”151 Though she affirms homosexual tolerance in 
Gethenian society, Le Guin recognizes the lack of homosexual relations which “implies that 
[Gethenian] sexuality is heterosexuality.” Le Guin states that homosexuality in kemmerhouses 
would exist without issue, but homosexuality in the kemmerhouse, a building designated for any 
individual to have sex with any number of partners during their kemmer, continues to isolate the 
orientation and implies the lack of long-term homosexual relationships. A reader then wonders 
whether homosexuality would be accepted as a vowed kemmering partnership, a socially 
significant agreement of commitment between both partners, or whether homosexuality is only 
accepted in the kemmerhouse. The “locked” heterosexuality reflects the macho belief that sexual 
interactions are between men and women with homosexuality completely excluded. 
 Homosexuality’s exclusion and the Gethenian biological makeup in The Left Hand of 
Darkness presents readers with the framework for a sociological discussion of macho 
heteronormativity. The novel’s biological characteristics for its characters dictate heterosexual 
relationships for reproductive purposes, so the rarity of homosexuality on Gethen points to 
sociological structures that promote heteronormative relationships. Gethenian culture does not 
strictly acknowledge homosexual interactions, which reflects contemporary societies and 
cultures undermining homosexuality’s presence. Mexican-American playwright, feminist, and 
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scholar, Cherríe Moraga provides an example of Mexican, macho culture undermining 
homosexuality’s presence: “[s]ince lesbians and gay men have often been forced out of our blood 
families, and since our love and sexual desire are not housed within the traditional family, we are 
in a critical position to address those areas within our cultural family that need to change.”152 
Moraga discusses how homosexual individuals are “forced out of [their] blood families,” 
indicating the cultural emphasis on macho heterosexuality. Le Guin’s novel exposes similar 
sociological and cultural isolation for homosexuality with Gethenian biology privileging 
heterosexuality and thus culturally ignoring homosexuality because it is “rare.” Readers examine 
such heteronormative similarities in their own contemporary social and cultural contexts. 
Readers consider how excluding one orientation can affect a population of people and how one 
can go about including such a population just as Moraga does in her “Queer Atzlan” essay. The 
Left Hand of Darkness uses biological framework and resulting sociological structures to 
examine machismo’s heterosexual emphasis for readers to contemplate in their own cultural 
contexts.  
 Unlike Le Guin’s homosexual isolation in her novel, Joe Haldeman’s The Forever War 
(1974) explores homonormativity over heteronormativity and bisexual clones as the dominant 
orientation and population. Conscripted into the United Exploratory Force (UNEF) in the human 
war against the alien Taurans, William Mandella serves alongside skilled men and women. 
Space travel and the physics behind general relativity leads to time dilation in which Mandella 
ages at a normal rate during his travels while centuries pass by on Earth. In that time, Earth’s 
culture significantly changes; after his conscripted term, Mandella returns home to find that 
overpopulation has led to homosexuality becoming the norm. Not fitting comfortably with the 
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new culture and without friends or a family of his own, Mandella goes back into military service, 
and he becomes an officer leading homosexual soldiers, and he befriends one homosexual 
officer, Captain Moore. After centuries pass with Mandella aging normally, Mandella and Moore 
return from combat to find that the war is over and that humanity now consists of bisexual clones 
and non-clone, heterosexual humans living and reproducing on “breeder” planets in order to 
preserve a diverse genetic pool. These clones give Mandella and Moore a choice to remain with 
them or go to a breeder planet; Moore decides to have the clones change him to a heterosexual 
and live on a breeder planet. Mandella also chooses to live the rest of his life on a breeder planet. 
In The Forever War, UNEF’s sacking culture and Mandella’s homophobic behavior 
typifies machismo’s condemnation of homosexuality. One of UNEF’s deeply ingrained military 
customs is that of sacking, in which two soldiers pair off and engage in intercourse every night. 
Mandella and his fellow servicemen actively participate in this custom without question, and 
there is no textual evidence of a soldier opting out of sacking. In the novel’s beginning half, 
before homosexuality becomes the norm, UNEF’s nightly sacking custom only occurs between 
men and women, demonstrating macho heterosexuality. Homosexual sacking partners are not 
seen until homosexuals dominate Earth and the military upon Mandella’s promotion to 
Sergeant.153 The lack of homosexual partners sacking (until homosexuals outnumber 
heterosexuals completely) indicate UNEF’s macho values pertaining to heterosexuality as the 
norm.  
 Once homosexuality becomes the dominant orientation, Mandella endures isolation as the 
only heterosexual, and his isolation engenders homophobic attitudes in him similar to macho 
homophobia. After leading a unit of male and female homosexuals for some time, Mandella 
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comments that he had “gotten used to open female homosex in the months since [they’d] left 
Earth. Even stopped resenting the loss of potential partners. The men together still gave [him] a 
chill, though.”154 Mandella needing to “[get] used to open female homosex” suggests a previous 
discomfort with homosexuality regardless of gender, so Mandella’s discomfort exemplifies 
machismo’s discomfort with homosexuality. Despite becoming accustomed to lesbianism, 
Mandella gets “a chill” when he sees “men together.” In traditional macho fashion, Mandella 
tenses at the thought of men not behaving in a manner that he understands, i.e. heterosexual men. 
Mandella’s anxiety towards homosexual men signifies traditional macho homophobia towards 
men who do not conform to traditional macho heterosexuality. Mandella’s macho homophobia 
manifests further when he uses a derogatory term to describe a homosexual physician, Dr. 
Foster, treating him; he says that “Foster was all right. A flaming mariposa, but he had an 
amused tolerance for heterosexuality.”155 Belonging to the now minority orientation, Mandella 
appreciates those who have at least “an amused tolerance for heterosexuality” like Foster. The 
structure of Mandella’s statement, claiming that “Foster was all right” immediately followed by 
“[a] flaming mariposa, but,” suggests that “flaming mariposa” is a derogatory term that 
diminishes Foster’s “all right” status. Being the Spanish word for butterfly, mariposa represents 
a femininity that machos criticize as unmanly. Paired with “flaming,” mariposa in this context 
reflects current references to “flaming homosexuals,” individuals who can supposedly be easily 
identified as gay. Calling Foster a “flaming mariposa” negatively emphasizes Foster’s 
homosexuality, and the use of a derogatory term shows Mandella’s macho homophobia. 
Mandella’s comments and behavior reflect traditional macho homophobic attitudes. 
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 The end of The Forever War further reveals macho heterosexuality with homosexual 
characters choosing to become heterosexual rather than have homosexual relationships with the 
clones that dominate Earth and other colonized planets. The war with the alien Tauran race is 
over and human clones represent the human majority; one of the clones explains,  
I am, we are, clones of a single individual. Some two hundred and fifty years ago, my 
name was Kahn. Now it is Man. I had a direct ancestor in your company, a Corporal 
Larry Kahn. It saddens me that he didn’t come back. I am over ten billion individuals but 
only one consciousness...No other humans are quickened, since I am the perfect pattern. 
Individuals who die are replaced.156 
 
These clones meet Mandella and his homosexual friend Charlie Moore and describe the end of 
the war along with the origins of “Man.” Man tells Mandella and Moore that there are planets in 
which heterosexuals may be together and reproduce, and Man informs the two that “[if they] 
wish to take part in procreation, [he] will not discourage it. Many veterans ask [him] to change 
their polarity to heterosexual so that they can more easily fit into these other societies.”157 Man’s 
offer to change homosexuals to heterosexuals in order for them to assimilate into 
heteronormative societies reflects the macho emphasis on men fitting into the heterosexual ideal. 
Man does offer sanctuary for homosexuals: “Of course, you don’t have to go to these breeder 
planets. You can stay on one of my planets. I make no distinction between heterosexual play and 
homosexual.”158 Homosexuals have a choice to live freely with these bisexual clones, but Moore 
does not consider this a suitable option as the clones do not seem human-like whatsoever. Moore 
responds to Man that he had “[n]ever been seduced by a computer before.”159 Calling Man a 
“computer” diminishes the clone as less than human, and Moore feels that becoming a 
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heterosexual is preferable to being himself with a clone.160 While heterosexuals may travel to 
their own planet, non-clone homosexuals must choose between being with “computer” clones or 
becoming heterosexual. This choice promotes macho heterosexuality as Moore decides to 
become heterosexual rather than be with a male clone. Undercutting homosexuality’s presence at 
the end of the novel pushes macho heterosexuality forward. The clones and Moore’s decision in 
The Forever War promote macho values against homosexuality. 
 Despite presenting a portrait of traditional macho heterosexuality, Haldeman’s novel 
undercuts machismo’s views on homosexuality through the use of scientific theories related to 
physics to expose cultural changes that provide readers with different societal possibilities for 
heterosexuality and homosexuality. By using a framing narrative drawn from general relativity 
and physics, The Forever War allows Mandella’s story to expand and contract via a narrative 
device drawn from physics: time dilation. Mandella and those serving with him experience rapid 
social and cultural change that occur over centuries on Earth while they age at a normal rate. As 
a result, Mandella and the other soldiers experience a culture shock that Tim Blackmore 
describes as servicemen “find[ing] themselves facing situations which cause them to age without 
allowing them to grow. On return to the ‘world’ they find themselves alienated from the society 
which sent them.”161 The cultural changes involving the shift from heterosexual dominance to 
homosexual dominance to bisexual clones and heterosexual “breeder” planets represent the 
“world” that Mandella finds himself “alienated from,” and time dilation creates the 
circumstances that allow Mandella to witness such cultural change. Through its understanding of 
physics, The Forever War presents new social circumstances that pursue alternative views on 
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sexual orientations familiar to contemporary readers. Macho notions that isolate homosexuality 
and present homophobic attitudes familiar to the novel’s audience dissipate as homosexuality 
becomes the dominant orientation and afterwards when bisexual clones represent the majority. 
Readers see the changing social dynamics and contemplate possibilities for similar changes in 
their own respective cultures and societies.  
 Earth’s societal shift from heterosexuality as the norm to homosexuality indicates one 
way in which The Forever War undermines macho homophobia. In response to the dangerous, 
global rise in population, human governments promote homosexuality as a means to control 
reproduction and stall the growing population: “Most governments encourage homosexuality—
the United Nations is neutral, leaves it up to the individual countries—they encourage homolife 
mainly because it’s the one sure method of birth control.”162 As a result of encouraging 
“homolife,” homosexuality becomes the dominant orientation in society, and heterosexual 
Mandella must grapple with the time dilation and the changing culture on Earth. Homosexuality 
as the norm with heterosexuality as the minority presents a reversal from what historically has 
been heterosexuality as the norm, and this reversal provides readers an alternative to consider 
outside of their own cultural contexts. Mandella as a heterosexual who embodies traditional 
macho behaviors represents an archaic value system, and he is told to “stop trying to live in the 
nineties.”163 Tension between Mandella’s heterosexuality and the new homonormativity pushes 
readers to think about the cultural implications of one orientation dominating over another and 
how one reacts to such dominance. Readers imagine alternative cultural views on heterosexuality 
and homosexuality and the social implications involved in being either. The homosexual 
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emphasis that occurs in Haldeman’s novel promote alternative views on homosexuality against 
machismo’s homophobia. 
 The Forever War shows homosexual prevalence as one alternative to macho 
heterosexuality, and the novel later shows bisexual clones as another social and cultural 
possibility outside of traditional machismo. After another round of time dilation, Mandella 
returns to find the war over and humanity run by “clones of a single individual.”164 Rather than 
choosing heterosexuality or homosexuality as the primary orientation, these clones “make no 
distinction between heterosexual play and homosexual,” indicating complete bisexuality.165 The 
novel offers a bisexual option different from either a heterosexual or homosexual norm. The 
heterosexual breeder planets Man provides for Mandella and Moore are intended merely as a 
genetic safety net as opposed to preserving any previous cultural structures relating to 
heterosexuality: “I only feel that it’s necessary as a eugenic safety device. I have no evidence 
that there is anything wrong with cloning only one ideal individual, but if it turns out to have 
been a mistake, there will be a large genetic pool with which to start again.”166 Heterosexuality is 
diminished to a genetic safety net, downgrading machismo’s cultural influence to heterosexuality 
as a small necessity. The bisexual ideal presented with clones promotes an egalitarian view for 
sexuality that neither macho heterosexuality nor majority homosexuality can supply. Readers 
consider this egalitarian vision and its social implications. Removing the homophobic, 
discriminatory possibilities with macho heterosexuality (along with the potential discrimination 
that comes with homosexuality as the dominant orientation) allows readers to imagine the 
cultural possibility of sexual equality, whether that involves complete bisexuality or simply total 
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acceptance of all orientations. The incorporation of time dilation and physics knowledge in 
Haldeman’s The Forever War allows a reader to view the social and cultural possibilities outside 
of macho heterosexuality and homophobia. 
Haldeman’s novel directly explores alternatives to macho heteronormativity, but like Le 
Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness, in which homosexuality virtually does not exist, Octavia E. 
Butler’s 1993 novel, Parable of the Sower pushes homosexuality to the fringes. In mid-2020s 
America, capitalism and climate change generates the nation’s pre-apocalyptic conditions in 
which poverty reaches unprecedented levels, leading to disease, drug abuse, and violence. 
Lauren Olamina, the protagonist, lives in the walled-in community of Robledo, California, and 
her chaotic surroundings cause her to create a new religion called Earthseed whose main doctrine 
centers upon the notions that “God is Change”167 and that Earthseed’s destiny is travel to other 
planets and “take root among the stars.”168 After drug-addicted pyromaniacs destroy Robledo, 
Lauren and two other survivors, Zahra and Harry, venture north. The group expands along the 
way with Lauren leading them, and at the end of the novel, Lauren and her followers build 
Acorn, an Earthseed community. 
 Parable of the Sower’s tumultuous setting produces the conditions that heightens the 
sexual violence and heterosexual dominance reminiscent of traditional machismo. The rapes in 
the novel consists of predatory men assaulting women, and the consensual sexual relationships 
are between heterosexual couples. The emphasis on heterosexuality reflects a similar emphasis in 
machismo. Machos do not accept homosexuality as the norm, and homosexuality’s virtual 
disappearance in the novel points to how a heteronormative society may affect communities of 
other sexual orientations. Parable of the Sower’s preapocalyptic setting furthers the possibility of 
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heteronormative machismo discriminating against homosexuality as the novel takes place in the 
United States of the near-future. A familiar setting to a contemporary reader, particularly one 
from the United States, provokes consideration on how macho heterosexuality manifests in the 
reader’s reality.  
 The novel’s emphasis on heterosexuality appears in the moments of macho sexual 
dominance between men and women. The pre-apocalyptic, violent setting presents predatory 
men constantly posing a threat to young women; there are no women assaulting men or men 
assaulting other men or women sexually assaulting women. Lauren consistently describes young 
women being raped: “Little Robin Baiter, naked, filthy, bloody between her legs, cold, bony, 
barely pubescent;”169 “I saw Layla Yannis, Shani’s oldest daughter. Like, Robin, she had been 
raped;”170 “Lidia was only eight years old. She had been raped, too.”171 These young girls are 
victims of a violent setting dominated by macho sexual control. Like “the Spaniards’ ensuing 
plunder, pillage, and rape during [Mexico’s] conquest,”172 the chaos present in the novel 
produces similar “plunder, pillage, and rape,” in which men exert macho sexual dominance over 
women. Two other characters, Allison and Jillian, who join Lauren’s group later in the novel 
“are sisters, 24 and 25 years old, poor, running away from a life of prostitution. Their pimp was 
their father.”173 Allison and Jillian experience sexual abuse and exploitation from a male like the 
young girls who are raped by men throughout Parable of the Sower. The sexual abuse never 
occurs between men, highlighting a heterosexual emphasis reminiscent of machismo. Butler’s 
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novel showcases macho heterosexuality’s negative impact on women by depicting predatory 
men abusing women. 
 Macho heterosexuality in Butler’s novel continues beyond male-on-female sexual assault 
by presenting only heterosexual, consensual relationships. Lauren makes no mention of 
homosexual couples in her Robledo community, but she describes a number of heterosexual 
relationships and marriages in her neighborhood. Her father and stepmother make on 
heterosexual couple, Richard Moss maintains a heterosexual, polygamous marriage to three 
women, and Lauren herself is also in a heterosexual relationship with Curtis Talcott. 
Heterosexuality continues after Robledo’s destruction. Lauren recounts an instance where she 
heard that “Zahra and Harry were making love.”174 Lauren’s traveling group expands and 
includes other heterosexual couples as well. She travels with a family consisting of an African-
American man, Travis, and a Hispanic woman, Natividad. Once a former female slave, Emery, 
and single father, Grayson, join the group, the two become another heterosexual couple. After 
losing Curtis Talcott, Lauren develops a relationship with a significantly older man, Bankole: “I 
kissed him…he moved a little and slipped his arms around me and we settled to it for a little 
while. It was hard for me to make myself push him away. I didn’t want to. He didn’t want to let 
me.”175 Later, Lauren and Bankole “went on to the serious business of loving and pleasuring one 
another.”176 Heterosexual couples dominate the novel just as heterosexuality dominates macho 
culture. The lack of homosexual couples suggests that macho heterosexuality thrives in the 
novel’s violent setting, and readers must then wonder whether homosexuals are threatened into 
silence when enduring such violence.  
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 Consistently, heterosexual couples in Parable of the Sower reflect the importance 
machismo places on heterosexuality, but the novel’s chaotic setting and sexual violence undercut 
traditional macho vales by showcasing the negative sociological effects of a heteronormative 
society that isolates homosexuality. Lauren’s description of her surroundings shows macho 
heterosexuality’s destructive capabilities. Rape and the constant threat of sexual assault reflect 
macho sexual dominance over women, and Lauren’s journal entries portray her pre-apocalyptic, 
poverty-stricken society as the precursor to machismo’s violent qualities: 
There’s cholera spreading in southern Mississippi and Louisiana...There are too many 
poor people--illiterate, jobless, homeless, without decent sanitation or clean water. They 
have plenty of water down there, but a lot of it is polluted. And you know that drug that 
makes people want to start fires?...It's spreading again. It was on the east coast. Now it’s 
in Chicago. The reports say that it makes watching a fire better than sex. I don’t know 
whether the reporters are condemning it or advertising it...Tornadoes are smashing hell 
out of Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, and two or three other states. Three hundred 
people dead so far. And there’s a blizzard freezing the northern midwest, killing even 
more people. In New York and New Jersey, a measles epidemic is killing people. 
Measles!177 
 
In these societal conditions, extreme macho qualities manifest in individuals who wish to take 
power and gain control, and the desire for power and control appears in men who then either 
create walled-in communities (such as Lauren’s Robledo community) or take the drug that 
encourages pyromania. The social circumstances press for those who do not have resources to 
seek out those who do have resources utilizing whatever means necessary, so drugged men then 
destroy Robledo, steal resources, and rape women as a means of claiming power.178 The novel’s 
setting promotes sociological changes that perpetuate macho heterosexuality and sexual 
dominance. Increased macho qualities resulting from this chaotic society then raise questions as 
to whether the threat to vulnerable women translates to a threat against homosexuals.  
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Though there are consensual heterosexual relationships in Parable of the Sower, the lack 
of homosexual relationships engages with the possible the sociological and cultural effect that 
machismo has on homosexual communities. The only reference to homosexuals comes from 
Zahra discussing how individuals may interpret seeing African American females with a white 
male: “Mixed couples catch hell whether people think they’re gay or straight. Harry’ll piss off all 
the blacks and you’ll piss off all the whites. Good luck.”179 Interracial couples appear to be more 
at risk outside of a protected community than homosexuals, but some level of danger remains 
when considering the lack of homosexuals in this novel. Homosexuals do not appear in the 
novel, leads readers to wonder whether the violent circumstances and sociological structures 
resulting from those circumstances threaten homosexual freedom and safety. Does the extreme 
macho culture present in the chaotic setting push homosexuality to the periphery? Do men bent 
on taking control via sexual assault on women also assault men? Does admitting homosexuality 
make one vulnerable to brutal murder? The potential for violence or death would possibly 
prevent homosexuals from being open about their sexuality, which would then explain the lack 
of homosexuals in the novel. The sociological implications of the machismo present in the novel 
point to homosexuality’s isolation in order to perpetuate a macho, heteronormative society. 
Parable of the Sower uses sociological frameworks to propose this potential scenario where 
homosexuality is virtually nonexistent for readers to consider. Readers view their own social 
contexts and the cultural values that shape a society’s heteronormativity. Parable of the Sower 
pushes readers to consider how macho heterosexuality affects (and possibly discriminates 
against) the homosexual community. 
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Despite varying degrees of homosexuality’s presence in these novels, The Left Hand of 
Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower explore the social and cultural 
implications of a heteronormative society that isolates other sexual orientations in the same 
manner that traditional machismo isolates homosexuality. The Gethenian physiology and culture 
in Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness diminishes homosexuality as an infrequent occurrence; 
in her 1976 “Is Gender Necessary?” essay, Le Guin asserts that she “was not recommending the 
Gethenian sexual setup: [she] was using it. It was a heuristic device, a thought-experiment.”180 
Le Guin does not create this culture and society as an example for readers to follow, and in the 
same essay, she acknowledges that “as an experiment, it was messy. All results were uncertain; a 
repetition of the experiment by someone else, or by myself seven years later, would probably 
give quite different results.”181 Despite the fact that it was “messy” in virtually eliminating 
homosexuality, Le Guin’s novel as an experiment proves significant in provoking thought within 
its readers. Le Guin challenges her readers to ponder what Gethenian society and culture 
accomplish as “a heuristic device.” In this thesis’ analysis, Le Guin’s novel proposes a deeper 
conversation about masculinity and how traditional, macho notions of sexuality and 
heteronormativity affect those that do not fit within the standard, and The Left Hand of Darkness 
invites readers to think about how this experiment fits into their larger social context. Similar to 
Le Guin declaring that her novel is not intended to recommend any specific society, Tim 
Blackmore claims that The Forever War is not intended to make recommendations or offer a 
definitive solution to macho heterosexuality’s discriminatory aspects: “It is not the duty of the 
writer to act as prophet or cautionary speaker. It is not necessary for those who have experienced 
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and survived surd evil, to work for the society which sent the individual to face that 
evil...Implicit in the very fact of surviving is the need to bear witness.”182 Haldeman’s novel 
neither advocates nor condemns the macho heterosexual dynamic; the homophobic heterosexual 
emphasis simply stems from UNEF’s established military culture. Haldeman’s novel “bear[s] 
witness” to such social and cultural structures and reminds readers of similar social structures 
that perpetuate macho heteronormativity. The Forever War then allows readers to consider 
similar social structures and heteronormative cultures outside of the novel, so they may “bear 
witness” to any negative effects of macho heteronormativity. Butler’s Parable of the Sower 
reflects on how an exploitative society and culture exercises power and leads to violent chaos. 
Macho values of heterosexuality manifest in response to the turmoil, and homosexuality seems to 
almost disappear in this pre-apocalyptic America. The lack of clear homosexual presence raises 
questions as to whether the macho conditions are responsible for pushing homosexuality to the 
outskirts of society and whether homosexuals are threatened by a macho homophobia. Butler’s 
novel examines the power structures that create the social and cultural situation in which 
homosexuality is virtually nonexistent (or possibly forced into silence). Lauren J. Lacy argues 
that Butler’s novel “create[s] responses to power and ultimately to construct alternatives to the 
current structure while maintaining an understanding of power’s omnipresence.”183 Lauren 
Olamina and the other characters must adapt to “power’s omnipresence” in this novel, and in 
doing so, Butler’s novel is able to “construct alternatives to the current structure.” Parable of the 
Sower understands and reacts to the macho, heteronormative culture that pushes homosexuality 
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out of the central narrative. Butler’s readers contemplate the implications of heteronormative 
power structures and the meaning behind homosexuality’s disappearance in this novel. Le Guin, 
Haldeman, and Butler thus provide the tools for a discourse surrounding heteronormative 
structures in society and culture and challenge readers to react to those structures in their own 
context outside of the novels.  
Le Guin, Haldeman, and Butler’s respective texts present macho values of the man as 
heterosexual through highlighting heterosexual relationships and diminishing either homosexual 
presence or social relevance. The Left Hand of Darkness and Parable of the Sower present 
worlds and narratives in which homosexuality is virtually nonexistent. Although The Forever 
War shows a culture in which homosexuality becomes the norm, Mandella’s behavior and the 
novel’s outcome with bisexual clones diminishes homosexuality’s relevance and cultural 
standing. Showcasing the macho notion of man as homophobic heterosexual affirms 
heteronormativity’s consistent presence in society and culture, and readers may find the 
heteronormativity familiar. Seeing that familiar heterosexual prominence along with 
homosexuality’s reduction causes readers to consider the social and cultural causes for this 
dynamic. Each novel utilizes scientific approaches such as biology, sociology, and physics to 
expose machismo’s oppressive, discriminatory qualities for homosexuality, and they present 
audiences with how machismo may affect homosexual communities. Readers must then consider 
whether a new form of positive masculinity may provide homosexuality freedom and social 
inclusion.   
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Coda 
 In the previous chapters, I have defined traditional Hispanic/Latino machismo and 
outlined its key characteristics, and I have shown how The Left Hand of Darkness,184 The 
Forever War,185 and Parable of the Sower186 portray machismo. As science fiction novels, these 
texts introduce imagined worlds that retain familiar societies or cultures. Science fiction 
proposes plausible scenarios despite creating technologies that may not exist, and as a result, 
authors may depict familiar sets of cultural values while also proposing changes to such cultural 
values. Traditional macho values manifest in the previously discussed novels, but Le Guin, 
Haldeman, and Butler take creative liberties with traditional machismo to show alternative forms 
of masculinity. Using sciences such as biology, physics, sociology, and anthropology, the 
authors build worlds that present the social issues promoted by traditional machismo. The Left 
Hand of Darkness, The Forever War, and Parable of the Sower expose machismo’s sexism and 
homophobia, but the novels also introduce new, more equal and inclusive forms of masculinity. 
Readers ponder where machismo comes from, how it presents itself, and what can be done to 
remove machismo’s negative qualities. In presenting societies with alternative social structures, 
science fiction novels challenge readers to think outside of traditional gender hierarchies and 
how society may benefit (or perhaps not benefit) from changing gender and social hierarchies.  
Science fiction as a genre provides the creative means to reimagine cultural values, and 
the genre’s ability evaluate and portray different societies and cultures exist outside the novel. 
The popular and frequently adapted television show, Star Trek, provides an example of science 
fiction’s ability to comment on and reflect changing societal and cultural norms. The original 
                                                 
184 Le Guin, Ursula K. The Left Hand of Darkness. New York: Walker and Company, 1994. 
185 Haldeman, Joe. The Forever War. New York: Eos, 1991. 
186 Butler, Octavia. The Parable of the Sower. New York: Open Road Integrated Media, 2012. 
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series, Gene Roddenbury’s 1966 series, Star Trek,187 displays more traditional notions of 
masculinity when compared to later installments. 
Roddenbury’s original Star Trek depicts traditional notions of masculinity through its 
male characters. The male leads consist of the heroic Captain James T. Kirk assisted by his 
highly rational and intelligent half-human, half-Vulcan first officer, Spock. Kirk displays typical 
macho characteristics as a brave leader willing to venture into danger, and as the captain, he 
commands the starship USS Enterprise in typical macho fashion. Spock also represents 
traditional macho values as he is a rational, intelligent leader who takes control as machismo 
requires a man to be. Heterosexual relationships dominated Roddenbury’s show as well, 
solidifying its heteronormative emphasis. Fifty years after the conclusion of the original Star 
Trek series in 1969, Star Trek: Discovery188 exemplifies science fiction’s progression and 
science fiction’s ability to go against social and cultural norms. 
In comparison to Roddenbury’s original series, Bryan Fuller and Alex Kurtzman’s 2017 
series, Star Trek: Discovery, shows science fiction’s progression by exhibiting the shifting 
standards of masculinity. Star Trek: Discovery typifies science fiction’s ability to present 
societies and cultures that exist outside of macho gender hierarchies, and this show outlines the 
social implications of displaying alternative gender dynamics outside the norm. The gender 
dynamics in the show exhibit a more equal setting between genders and sexualities, and the 
science fiction imagination allows such equality to exist while still being grounded in the realm 
of possibility. A female protagonist with a traditionally male name who exhibits masculine 
qualities of leadership and courage is one example of the show’s experimentation with traditional 
gender hierarchies and stereotypes. Star Trek: Discovery also shows both heterosexual and 
                                                 
187 Roddenbury, Gene. Television. Star Trek. NBC, September 8, 1966. 
188 Fuller, Bryan, and Alex Kurtzman. Television. Star Trek: Discovery. CBS All Access, 2017. 
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homosexual relationships equally, and flip expectations for males and females. These key 
elements completely undermine traditional machismo and thus promote more equal relationships 
between genders and sexualities.  
 Star Trek: Discovery’s female protagonist, Michael, defies traditional macho 
expectations. Raised by the Vulcans, Michael is logical and rational, and she displays courage 
throughout the show. These qualities are traditionally displayed as masculine traits with females 
portrayed as more sensitive and as “damsels in distress” for men to rescue. Michael’s leadership 
skills and courage at times determine an episode’s trajectory such as her volunteering to explore 
an old Klingon vessel in the first episode and her bravely fighting against Klingons.189 Her 
masculine logic and leadership oppose traditional machismo and show viewers a strong female 
protagonist in contrast to traditional narratives that depict men in this fashion.  
 Displaying and developing heterosexual and homosexual relationships also contributes to 
Star Trek: Discovery’s progressive views on sexuality outside of a viewer’s heteronormative 
context. The show displays a well-developed homosexual relationship between Stamets, the 
scientist in charge of the spore drive on the Discovery, and Dr. Culber, a medical officer.190 This 
homosexual relationship is shown in conjunction with the developing heterosexual relationship 
between Michael and the ship’s new Chief of Security, Tyler.191 Outside of a heteronormative 
culture that privileges heterosexual relationships, Star Trek: Discovery portrays both 
relationships equally in terms of development, the show portrays homosexual relationships as a 
normal, non-taboo relationship. The show’s treatment of different orientations, like the 
                                                 
189 Fuller, Bryan, and Alex Kurtzman. “The Vulcan Hello.” Television. Star Trek: Discovery. CBS All 
Access, September 24, 2017. 
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Access, October 15, 2017. 
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previously discussed science fiction novels, pushes its audience to contemplate their 
heteronormative, macho contexts and consider more equal alternatives. 
 Star Trek: Discovery further pushes against traditional gender hierarchies in flipping 
gender expectations on more unsavory subjects. In episode five, Lorca meets Lieutenant Tyler, a 
fellow Starfleet prisoner on a Klingon ship, and Tyler reveals that the female Klingon, L’Rell, 
“took a liking” to Tyler during his imprisonment.192 His language suggests that L’Rell engaged 
in a sexual relationship with Tyler, and in episode eight, the show reveals how L’Rell raped 
Tyler. Tyler shows symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder as he recalls being forced to 
have sex with L’Rell during his imprisonment aboard the Klingon vessel.193 Though 
uncomfortable as an instance of sexual assault, the predatory relationship between L’Rell and 
Tyler is one of the few televised portrayals of females as sexual abusers and predators with male 
victims. Traditionally, macho heteronormative literature and art show males as the sexual abuser 
with females as the victims. However, Star Trek: Discovery has flipped the narrative and thus 
revealed how science fiction as a genre can play with traditional gender hierarchies.  
 Star Trek: Discovery reveals science fiction’s evolution from purely hard science fiction 
to more complex forms that shift the focus from purely technological to social and cultural issues 
in conjunction with advanced technology. Like the soft science fiction novels discussed in this 
thesis, the television show introduces new ideas regarding gender and sexuality while also 
providing social structures that viewers may recognize. Science fiction allows its creators 
opportunity to explore culture and social dynamics outside of the norm. Science fiction 
consumers can then analyze and criticize their own societies and the societies that authors 
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present in their works. The genre thus provides the means for a greater critical conversation on 
culture whether they are discussing traditional machismo or another social structure. 
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